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ABSTRACT 

 

Nanoarchitecture of platinum group metals (PGM’s) and the design of pure and alloy 

metal catalyst is an area of intense R & D, especially for the hydrogen energy 

technologies. But just as important as the PGM nanoparticles, is the rational design of the 

support material, and the understanding of how this affects the PGM nanoparticles in 

specific applications. This research is aimed at improving the design, fabrication and 

performance of nanophase electrocatalyst, both nanoparticles and the supports, and 

understanding how to engineer supports for novel functional composite nanophase PGM 

metal catalyst for specific applications in energy related applications. The other objective 

of this study was to evaluate the synthesized catalysts (supported Pt metal on ordered 

mesoporous carbon) and understand the role of the carbon support for the application in 

fuel cells.  

 

In this study SBA-15 mesoporous silica template was synthesized and used as a 

sacrificial template in the preparation of ordered mesoporous carbon material.  A 

chemical vapour deposition (CVD) technique using LPG or alternatively sucrose, 

pyrolyzed upon a mesoporous Si matrix were used to produce nanostructured ordered 

mesoporous carbon (OMC) with graphitic character after removing the Si template. The 

sucrose method was found to be a suitable route for preparing OMC. The OMC was used 

as a conductive three dimensional porous support for depositing catalytic nanophase Pt 

metal. Deposition of Pt nanoparticles on OMC was accomplished using a CVD method 

with Pt(acac)2 as a precursor. The synthesized nano-composite materials were 

characterized by several techniques such as, HRTEM, HRSEM, EDS, XRD, BET, TGA, 

FT-IR and CV.       

 

Pt electrocatalyst supported on OMC was synthesized effectively. The results showed 

that Pt particle sizes of the prepared Pt/OMC catalysts were between 2 and 3 nm for the 

20% Pt/OMC catalyst. The electrochemically active surface area study of Pt/OMC and 

the commercial Johnson Matthey (JM) catalyst were both determined in H2SO4 using 

cyclic voltammetry.  
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The Pt/OMC showed promising results during chemically active surface area 

investigation, which compared well with a commercial standard JM Pt/C catalyst.  

 

The most significant result attained in this study was the preparation of a high surface 

area OMC support using SBA-15 silica template and sucrose as a source of carbon. In 

addition, a high loading and uniform distribution of Pt nanoparticles on the OMC using a 

simplified CVD method was successfully achieved.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

The science of nanotechnology was pioneered by Norio Taniguchi (1974), and aimed to 

elucidate the atomic world that measures matter in nanometers. The area of nanoscience 

has garnered great attention because of the development of new materials by the 

assembly of small particles referred to as nanoparticles. Nanoparticles can be described as 

being approximately 0.1 – 100 nm in size. Such particles exhibit interesting features at 

these magnitudes and smaller, as they present different properties from the bulk material. 

These nanoparticles can be manipulated and transformed to improve the technology of 

manufacturing, microelectronics, computation, and medicine (Horenstein, 2009).  

There has been growing interest in the use of nanocarbons as supports for direct methanol 

fuel cell (DMFC) catalysts to achieve excellent electrocatalytic behavior and also to make 

use of the structural properties that these material exhibit. Ordered Mesoporous Carbon 

(OMC) material has been used as a support material for improving the performance of 

DMFCs because of their large surface area and mesoporous structure (Chang et al., 

2007). This study addresses the development of nanostructured support materials for 

dispersing and stabilizing nanoparticulate platinum electrocatalysts. It is believed that 

South Africa is set to gain from the diversification of Pt containing materials and their 

application in the emerging hydrogen economy.  

This chapter introduces the dissertation topic and identifies the main perspective as 

initiated by the problem statement and the rationale and motivation. The main research 

questions are identified and the research framework and the research approach are 

presented.    
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1.1     DISSERTATION TOPIC AND MAIN PERSPECTIVE 

The aim of this research was to gain a fundamental understanding of the design, 

fabrication and performance of nanophase structures in order to obtain carbon supported 

nanophase Pt catalysts. The fabrication of nanostructured PGMs was developed, 

measured, described, compared and evaluated for their catalytic behaviour. A further 

objective is to show that the structure of catalysts in the mesoporous environment can 

produce a significant impact on metal (Pt) dispersion, reducibility and catalytic 

performance in this material. 

The purpose of this research was to enhance the surface area of platinum group metals 

(PGMs) supported on nanophase carbon material; such materials may be applied as 

electrocatalysts in electrode systems for fuel cell applications. The type of carbon 

material which supports the catalyst may influence the dispersion and size of the metal 

clusters. The synthesis of nanophase Pt based catalysts with high surface area has gained 

significant interest for the development of catalyst, fuel cells and chemical sensors. These 

catalysts are also excellent materials for the oxidation of small organic molecules (SOM) 

(Wang et al., 2009). 

The structural parameters of ordered mesoporous carbons, such as pore structure, pore 

size, particle morphology, and surface area, is very important for developing a fuel cell 

support. The improvement of the area of electrode / electrolyte interface will enhance the 

charge transport of a Pt catalyst. The porous support materials with suitable pore 

structure, large surface area provides a good way to increase the interfacial area as well as 

decrease the electrolyte ion diffusion distance (Kong et al., 2010). 

Various nanostructured carbons such as nanotubes, nanofibers, nanocoils and ordered 

mesoporous carbons (OMCs) all show characteristics as substrates for metal stabilization 

in fuel cells applications (Ambrosio et al., 2008)..  OMC will be investigated in this study 

because of its high specific surface area, its good conductivity (related to the degree of 

graphitization), its high number of ordered mesopores and its low production cost. OMCs 

can be achieved as the inverse replica of ordered mesoporous silica templates (Ambrosio 

et al., 2008).  
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In this study a nanophase Pt based electrocatalyst was supported on mesoporous Si and 

carbon supports. This was achieved by impregnating a Pt salt containing solution upon a 

high surface area hexagonal mesoporous silica matrix, which was then carbonized to 

varying degrees by chemical vapour deposition of LPG. It was shown that Pt nanophases 

were stabilized and well dispersed on both the parent Hexaganol Mesoporous Silica 

(HMS) and the OMC analogue based on the HMS mesoporous supports, without 

agglomeration (Petrik et al., 2008).  

1.2 RATIONALE AND MOTIVATION  

The main reason for undertaking this research is to evaluate the effectiveness of 

nanosized platinum that could replace the bulk form of Pt. Gasteiger et al. (2005) reports 

that the reduction in platinum content can be effected in two ways: (i) improvement of the 

catalyst activity and efficiency, either by optimizing the metal dispersion or by using 

appropriate alloys and (ii) improvement of the electrode structure in order to decrease the 

diffusion-induced potential losses.  

The catalytic activity of PGMs depends largely on metal particle size and surface area 

which plays a crucial role in oxygen reduction kinetics for fuel cells. The incorporation of 

transition metals into this catalyst increases the catalytic activity and reduces the cost (i) 

the Pt – based alloys show higher activity than Pt alone (Li et al., 2004).  

This research will identify the conditions under which a mesoporous carbon support can 

be prepared so that a highly dispersed Pt can be supported on it in order that the highest 

surface area with the greatest electrocatalytic activity is achieved. This research involves 

the use of mesoporous silica materials such as SBA-15 as sacrificial templates for the 

preparation of OMC. The findings of the proposed research would contribute to the 

successful design of supported PGMs as catalysts.   

1.3     PROBLEM STATEMENT 

It is well known that a high surface area OMC can be successfully synthesized using 

SBA-15 as a sacrificial template with defined pore sizes. Previous studies (Petrik et al., 

2008) have demonstrated that preparing and producing a high surface area ordered 
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mesoporous carbon support material is problematic. Problems may arise from a number 

of variables such as temperature, rate of heating and other conditions in which the 

carbonization process takes place. The variables used during the initial synthesis process 

were not adequately optimized and it was found that the pore walls of the silica 

mesoporous materials used were not stable. The issue requiring investigation was to 

establish which Si matrix and carbonization method could produce the highest stability 

and highest surface area ordered mesoporous carbon. Thereafter the degree of Pt 

dispersion in terms of agglomeration and sintering of the catalyst on the ordered 

mesoporous carbon supports could be evaluated.  

 
1.4     RESEARCH APPROACH 

In this work a chemical vapour deposition and another carbon deposition procedure were 

used for the synthesis of a mesoporous carbon material. SBA-15 silica template was used 

as a sacrificial template to obtain a high surface area mesoporous carbon. In the first 

instance, SBA-15 template was utilised for the preparation of a carbon analogue using the 

non–catalytic chemical vapour deposition pyrolysis (CVD) of liquid petroleum gas (LPG) 

as a carbon precursor. The LPG was used to infiltrate the pores of SBA-15. A more 

conventional procedure was investigated making use of sucrose for the preparation of the 

carbon analogues. These methods both involved the initial impregnation of the Si 

templates with the carbon source, subsequent carbonisation of the impregnated template, 

followed by dissolution of the silica framework with NaOH through chemical etching to 

produce a high surface mesoporous carbon analogue. Platinum nanoparticles were 

deposited onto the OMC using a CVD method. This involved the use of Pt(acac)2 and 

depositing Pt nanoparticles onto OMC under high temperature and pressure using a CVD 

method.  

 
1.5     SCOPE OF STUDY 

This thesis examined the use of SBA-15 as template materials that were employed as a 

sacrificial template for the synthesis of Ordered Mesoporous Carbon (OMC) using LPG 

during Carbon Vapour Deposition (CVD) and an impregnation method using sucrose as a 
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carbon sources to achieve the desired OMC. Thereafter, the dispersion of Pt nanoparticles 

on these OMC materials was investigated and the resulting electrocatalysts were 

characterised and compared to an industry standard. The electrocatalytic activity of 

Pt/OMC was compared against a commercial industry standard using cyclic voltammetry.     

 
1.6 DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

 SBA-15 was the silica substrate that was used as a sacrificial template.  

 SBA-15 possesses a thick pore wall and the hydrothermal stability is much higher      

than the corresponding MCM-41 and HMS supports. This template was preferred 

above HMS and MCM-41 in this study. 

 Carbonization was only investigated using either the CVD with LPG source or 

infiltration method with sucrose.  

 The only chemical etchant of the Si matrix that was investigated in this study was 

NaOH and not other etchants such as HF.  

1.7 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 Which carbonization method is the most successful in achieving a high surface 

area mesoporous carbon support for nanoparticulate platinum dispersion? 

 Can SBA-15 matrix be used as a sacrificial template to produce a high surface 

area OMC? 

 What are the surface area, pore volume and pore diameters of the SBA-15?  

 What are the surface area, pore volume and pore diameters of the OMC?  

 Can Pt be dispersed upon the carbon substrate and be stabilized? 

 How do the synthesised materials compare to a commercial standard in 

electrocatalytic activity? 

 Are the materials suitable electrocatalysts for hydrogen production? 

1.8 RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS 

The research hypothesis was that; i) a high surface area mesoporous carbon may be 

achieved by use of a silica template with high surface area by employing LPG or sucrose 
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as carbon sources. (ii) Platinum nanoparticles can be deposited with high dispersion into 

the pores of the mesoporous carbon using a chemical vapour deposition method.     

1.9 STRUCTURE OF THESIS 

The thesis will be presented according to the following outline: 

Chapter 1: This chapter covers the introduction and overview of the dissertation topic.  

Chapter 2:  This chapter covers the literature on the different mesoporous silica 

materials that can be used to achieve a high surface area mesoporous carbon 

support. This chapter also includes the synthesis, characterisation, catalytic 

and technical applications of mesoporous carbon materials as well as 

electrocatalytic performance of Pt.    

Chapter 3:  This chapter covers the experimental methods and materials used in this 

study. The details of preparation and characterisation of the ordered carbon 

support material is outlined. Mesoporous silica materials were used as 

support or as sacrificial template for the preparation of carbon analogues. 

LPG and sucrose were used as carbon sources for the deposition of carbon 

into the pore volume of such sacrificial matrixes which was followed by 

pyrolysis of the carbonaceous materials and finally removal of the silica 

matrix resulting in an ordered mesoporous carbon (OMC) analogue. 

Characterisation was done using Fourier Transform Infra – red (FTIR)   

Spectroscopy, High Resolution Electron Microscopy (HRTEM)/ Energy 

Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)/ 

Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS), X–Ray Diffraction (XRD), 

Brunnaer – Emmet – Teller  (BET) surface area analysis, Thermal 

Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) and electrochemical characterization of the 

consolidated composite material using cyclic voltammetry (CV).    

Chapter 4:  This chapter covers the results and discussion illustrating the synthesis of 

carbon materials. It first starts with the synthesis of the amorphous silica 

material and then the impregnation of the silica mesostructure with a 
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suitable carbon source such as sucrose and finally the decomposition of the 

silica material to obtain the desired mesoporous carbon. The deposition of 

platinum takes place directly onto the surface of the mesoporous carbons 

materials via chemical vapour deposition. The characterisation of the 

mesoporous silica and carbon supported material as well as the 

electrochemical results of the PtOMC material are outlined in this chapter.   

Chapter 5: Finally, in chapter 5, the overall conclusions are presented and 

recommendations for future studies are made. The last chapter is followed 

by a complete list of references.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.  PLATINUM NANOPARTICLES ON AN ORDERED 

MESOPOROUS CARBON SUPPORT 

This literature review outlines the general principles used in the synthesis of nanophase 

silica and carbon materials as well as the physico-chemical and electrocatalytic properties 

of these nanomaterials. The characterisation of these nanophases is briefly discussed and 

the properties influencing the behaviour of nanophase electrocatalysts is identified. It was 

necessary to introduce the problem areas, applications and the properties of these 

nanophase materials as briefly discussed in Chapter 1. 

2.1  BOUNDARIES OF THE LITERATURE REVIEW 

This literature review will describe the term “porous materials” and describe the physico-

chemical properties of these materials, upon decreasing their particle size from the bulk 

to the nanometre region. The synthetic approach used for producing nanomaterials and 

their electrocatalytic behaviour is also outlined. Thereafter, the properties of 

nanomaterials will be assessed in terms of its suitability as nanophase electrocatalysts.  

2.2  KEY CONCEPTS 

According to IUPAC, porous material can have three different pore types that are 

responsible for the porosity of carbon materials; that is, micropores (pore size < 2 nm), 

mesopores (2 nm < pore size < 50 nm) and macropores (pore size > 50 nm) (Ambrosio et 

al., 2008).  

The design of mesoporous materials for various applications has huge potential for the 

development of novel solid catalyst because of their high surface area, and narrow and 

uniform pore size distribution (Taguchi et al., 2005).  
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Various types of mesoporous materials have been synthesized or studied such as 

Hexagonal Mesoporous Silica (HMS), Mobil Company of Matter (MCM–41) and MCM–

48, Santa Barbara Amorphous (SBA–15), etc.(Vinu et al., 2006; Gaydhankar et al., 2006; 

Vartuli, et al., 1994; Setoguchi et al., 1997; Orge et al., 2009). 

Ordered mesoporous carbon (OMC) has generated significant interest due to its high 

surface area, uniform pore diameters, large adsorption capacities, high thermal, acid-base, 

and mechanical stabilities (Kong et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2005). 

Ryoo et al., (1999) reported the synthesis of porous carbons with a large surface area, a 

high porosity and controlled narrow pore size distributions (PSDs) using mesostructured 

silica materials as templates.  

Carbon microspheres (CMS) have potential applications in the development of a support 

for metal catalysts. The activity of the CMS-supported catalysts is dependant on the 

percentage of catalyst loading. The CMS-supported catalysts illustrated significant stable 

activity on stream for a long duration of time. The preparation of pure carbon spheres was 

attained in the absence of a catalyst through the direct pyrolysis of two hydrocarbon 

sources, acetylene and ethylene (Mhlanga et al., 2009). 

The efficiency of a Pt-based fuel cell catalyst is determined by the size and distribution of 

metal particles; and good dispersion of the catalyst particles for the oxygen reduction 

reaction (ORR) to improve the electrode kinetics (Ambrosio et al., 2009). 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) has been applied to examine the surface area (as 

electrochemical active surface (EAS)) of Pt/C catalysts by adsorption of atomic hydrogen 

in acidic media (Pozio et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2011). 

2.3  SILICA SUBSTRATES 

2.3.1  MESPOROUS SILICA MATERIALS 

Mesoporous materials have been recently recognized as having widespread use in areas 

such as catalysis (Vinu et al., 2006), adsorption (Vinu et al., 2006), separation (Vinu et 
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al., 2006), sensing (Vinu et al., 2006), medical usage (Vinu et al., 2006), ecology (Vinu 

et al., 2006), and nanotechnology (Vinu et al., 2006). They can be classified as porous 

materials with diameters in the size range of 0.2 – 2 nm. The discovery of the M41S 

family of materials  which have large uniform structures, high specific surface areas and 

specific pore volumes, including hexagonal MCM–41, cubic MCM–48, and lamellar 

MCM–50 materials. This family of materials was discovered by Mobil scientists (Kresge, 

1992). The preparation of mesoporous materials (such as HMS, MCM–41 and SBA–15) 

can be achieved forming silica structures around a micelle assemblies followed by 

template removal as demonstrated in Figure 2.1, (Vinu et al., 2006). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: General concept for synthesis of mesoporous silica from micelle template. 
(Vinu et al., 2006) 

2.3.2  MESOPOROUS SILICA SPHERES  

MCM–41 and MCM–48 are considered the most important members of the M41S 

micelle templated mesoporous materials. MCM–48 in particular has a body-centred cubic 

structure with Ia 3d (No 230) space group symmetry and demonstrates a 3D channel 

system. The structure of these materials has not been fully investigated; however, the 

walls of the channels are formed from an amorphous hydroxylated silicate.  

MCM–41 comprises of a hexagonal or honeycomb packing of uniform mesopore 

channels. They have pores which are arranged differently from MCM–48 and they 
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demonstrate a 1D channel system. Thus new syntheses were then developed and 

optimised by manipulating the g packing parameter. The g packing parameter refers to 

the effective surfactant ion pair packing parameter, g=V/aα , is mediated in the range of 

1/3 - ½  with the increment of V and l, thus indicating that mesoporous silica is a well-

ordered hexagonal structure.These materials were structurally characterised by means of 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Van Tendeloo et al., 2003). This technique allows the capturing 

of information on the long range ordering of the pores. XRD interpretation is hindered by 

the large unit cell as a result of diffraction peaks in the small-angle region. A broadening 

of the peaks, induced by the small crystal size, further reduces the accuracy, especially 

when several phases are present. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy 

(HRTEM), in combination with electron diffraction (ED), is therefore more effective in 

ascertaining the structure of mesoporous materials on a local scale (Van Tendeloo et al., 

2003).     

2.3.3 ORDERED MESOPOROUS SILICA EMPLOYED AS A CATALYST  

Ordered mesoporous silica’s have been commonly used as a catalyst. The silica can be 

prepared by the incorporation of active sites into the silica walls or by deposition of the 

active species on the inner surface of the material. The benefits of using these solid 

materials in catalysis are; the relatively large pores which assist in mass transfer and the 

high surface area permitting a high concentration of active species per mass of material. 

Mesoporous materials can be tailored in many ways to provide novel catalytic functions 

as represented in Figure 2.2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.2: Schematic sketch of the various methods for the functionalization of 
mesoporous material (Taguchi, 2005).  
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The metal ions replacing the silicon atoms in the support, analogous to zeolites, can be 

used as acid or redox active sites and may be utilized in diverse ways of catalytic 

reactions. The wall structure of these ordered mesoporous silica bear a resemblance to 

amorphous silica, and the incorporation of other metal centres does not give way to 

definite sites as in zeolites. To a certain extent the material affords a mixture of different 

sites with diverse local environments (Taguchi, 2005).  

The catalytic properties of these materials are relatively nearer to those of metal 

substituted amorphous silica, than to those of framework substituted zeolites.  The more 

attractive component includes the exceptionally high surface area of these materials for 

supported metal or metal oxide particles, the ability to deposit isolated species on the wall 

structure (Taguchi, 2005).   

The variations used to prepare these ordered mesoporous materials are quite considerable, 

and the properties of these materials can be modified individually. The structure of 

mesoporous materials can be altered by the addition of various constituents. These 

changes utilize the silanol groups present on the silica surface of the ordered mesoporous 

silica, since they are the anchor sites for metal species. The density of silanols in ordered 

mesoporous materials particularly in MCM–41 is lower than in traditional hydroxylated 

silica. The density of silanol groups is stable in traditional hydoxylated silica, 

approximately 4 – 6 Si–OH/nm2, whereas ordered mesoporous materials have displayed 

different concentrations of between 1.4 and 1.9 group/ nm2 for MCM–48 (Taguchi, 

2005).   
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2.4     CARBON MATERIALS 

2.4.1   INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that carbon is found in different forms from diamond gemstones to C60 

fullerene and graphite to carbon nanotubes. The high surface area forms of carbon are 

commonly associated with activated and porous charcoals. The latter form is made from 

wood, peat and coconut husk. This form of carbon has been used as a support to prepare 

platinum group metal (PGMs) catalyst, that usually consist of a small amount of PGMs 

displaying high activities at low temperature (Twigg, 2009). 

These catalysts have high intrinsic catalytic activity. They can be dispersed over activated 

charcoals, as extremely small crystallites that provide high surface areas of the active 

metal. These catalysts, and especially those containing palladium, have been used 

extensively for many years in organic preparative chemistry. They are still found in 

carbon–carbon bond forming processes and potentially, also indirect carbonylation 

reactions (Twigg, 2009). 

2.4.1.1 CARBON IN THE ROLE AS A CATALYST  

Studies have shown that it is possible to use carbon as a catalyst with the carbon the an 

active component. This process is carried out by the concurrent action of two principles. 

The first principle is the selective chemisorption of a reactant at the carbon, through 

either ion-exchange or directly through the dispersive forces in relation to the graphite 

valence electronic system. The subsequent principle is the production of atomic oxygen 

taking place on every carbon material that has a graphene face. These protocols are 

essential to catalysis, especially surface patches with an intact graphene electronic 

structure, which acts as a source of electrons in catalytic reaction steps (Rodriguez-

Reinoso, 1998).      

2.4.1.2 CARBON FUNCTIONING AS A SUPPORT 

Carbon materials are exceptional because of the many different forms of carbon that area 

available and the complex functions that they accomplish. They are also associated with a 
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unique family of supports (Bansal et al., 1988; Stoeckli, 1990). This elemental atom can 

be classified initially with the sp2 hybridised chemical bonding in the orderly structure of 

the graphitised carbons, and the disordered turbostratic carbons similar to activated 

carbon. The sp3 hybridised configuration in diamond, and the different allotropic forms of 

elemental carbon possessing distinct bulk and surface properties, can be tailored to the 

desired character. 

There has been a rapid increase in the past three decades with regard to the use of the 

various forms of carbon as heterogeneous catalyst supports. In the midst of these are 

graphite and diamond as well as activated carbon. This support has received importance 

because of its properties including porosity, surface area and chemical nature, in addition 

to its mechanical resistance, stability and inertness (Dandekar et al., 1999). 

The features that make carbon an excellent material for catalyst supports are its chemical 

inertness, and stability in an oxidising and reducing environment (at temperatures below 

400oC). Carbon atoms demonstrate mechanical resistance and have a high surface area 

(Stiles, 1987). It is also possible to modify the surface with functional groups (Tamai et 

al., 2006). 

2.4.2  CARBON SUBSTRATES  

2.4.2.1 ACTIVATED CARBON  

The synthesis of activated carbon can take place by means of two different methods, viz. 

physical or chemical activation or a combination of both of them. The physical activation 

method involves carbonization of the raw material and the subsequent activation of the 

carbon at high temperature, in carbon dioxide or a steam atmosphere. The chemical 

activation method involves the carbonization of the raw material previously impregnated 

with a chemical agent (Moreno-Castilla et al., 2001). 

Activated carbons have well developed porous structures and a large internal specific 

surface area, with values close to 1000 m2/g reported (Okada et al., 2003). The high 

surface area and porous structure of these material enables it to adsorb gases and 

compounds dispersed or dissolved in liquids. There have been many attempts to 
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functionalize the surfaces of this material with suitable reagents. The precursors that have 

been used to modify the surface of activated carbon material include concentrated nitric 

or sulphuric acid, sodium hypochlorite, permanganate, bichromate, hydrogen peroxide, 

transition metals and ozone-based gas mixtures (Rios et al., 2003). The functionalization 

of the activated carbon enhances its adsorption of heavy metals such as Hg2+, Zn2+, Cd2+ 

and Pb2+ ions due, to the presence of surface –SH and –NH groups (Rios et al., 2003). 

 

2.4.2.2 CARBON NANOTUBES  

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are tubular structures made up of carbon atoms, having 

diameters of nanometre order but lengths in micrometers. CNTs display unique properties 

viz:  that are stronger than steel, harder than diamond, electrical conductivity higher than 

copper and thermal conductivity higher than diamond.  Chemical vapour deposition 

(CVD) is the most popular technique to prepare carbon nanotubes because of its low set-

up cost, high production yield, and ease of scale-up (Kumar et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 

2011). 

Carbon nanotubes are a class of porous materials which have interesting structures and 

properties and as such, they have widespread application. They were originally formed on 

a carbon electrode of an arc discharge apparatus that was utilised in the mass production 

of C60 and C70. They are made up of sheets of graphene and are structurally quite stable. 

Since these are void particles, they can be rolled up in a helical fashion and their ends can 

be sealed with fused pentagonal rings as demonstrated in Figure 2.3 (Langley et al., 

1999).   
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Figure 2.3: Representation of different types of single-walled carbon nanotubes: (a) arm-

chair configuration; (b) zig-zig configuration; (c) chiral configuration. (Dresselhaus et al., 

1995) 

Carbon nanotubes can be considered single- or multi–walled nanotubes with scroll-like 

structures and internal diameters ranging from ca. 2 nm for the inner tubes of multi-

walled species, to ca. 30 nm for the larger species. These materials have an exceptionally 

high aspect ratio and they can be normally 1 mm or even longer in length. They have 

high structural anisotropy, even weight ratio and a small number of defects. As a result 

they are considered the toughest fibre that has been identified to date.  

Carbon nanotubes are comprised of cylindrical carbon molecules, with properties that 

make them valuable in extremely small scale electronic and mechanical applications as 

demonstrated in Fig 2.3. They demonstrate unusual strength and unique electrical 

properties, and are good conductors of heat (Iijima; 1991).  

2.4.2.3  FULLERENES 

The fullerene molecule, C60, was fabricated in 1985 and is related to the study of 

nanocarbons (Kroto et al., 1985). This molecule has a shape that resembles a soccer ball 

and consist of 60 carbon atoms connected together to form a perfect, one-atom thick, 

hollow sphere. This involved interaction of the C-C bonds through bent sp2 hybridised 
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carbon atoms. This resulted in a strained structure with good reactivity. A schematic 

diagram of a C60 molecule is shown in Figure 2.4.The carbons atoms (all sp2 hybridised) 

are mutually connected to form 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons. Kratschmer et al., (1990) 

reported the synthesis of fullerenes using a simple method to produce isolable quantities 

of the C60.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of a C60 molecule (Ajie et al.,1990). 

2.4.2.4 TEMPLATED CARBON MATERIALS   

The template methodology is an emerging development and one such example is the use 

of this method to make Mesostructured Silica Materials (MSM). This material has a rigid 

structure and a well–structured pore network. They make excellent templates for the 

production of novel materials with a well ordered structure and exceptional properties, 

e.g. to make noble metal nanowires and networks, conductive polymer nanofilaments or 

mesoporous carbons.  

Carbons have found widespread technological applications in the role of the absorption of 

large molecules, as a catalytic support in fuel cells or for energy storage in double – layer 

capacitors and as porous carbons. The porous carbons with a narrow pore size 

distribution (PSD) in the mesopore range (2–50 nm) have an added advantage with 

regards to classical active carbon because of the broad PSD and the presence of many 

micropores. The synthesis of mesoporous carbons with these features was made using 

MCM–48 silica as a template (Ryoo et al., 1999). It has been reported elsewhere that 

mesoporous carbons were prepared using various types of templates such as SBA–15 and 
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HMS. The pore network, morphology or particle sizes of these templated carbons are a 

replica of the MSM which is used as the template (Fuertes et al., 2003; Sang et al., 2011).  

The templating approach has been employed to produce mesoporous carbon and involves 

the infiltration of carbon precursors such as furfuryl alcohol, sucrose, divinylbenzene, 

polyacrylonitrile, cyclodextrin, phenol, resorcinol, and formaldehyde into the pores of the 

inorganic frameworks. Carbonization of the precursors and subsequent removal of the 

inorganic templates, results in porous carbons with templated pore structures 

The various templates that have been utilised include colloidal silica, zeolites, and 

mesoporous silica. Mesoporous silica is the most common template due used to its 

controllable pore size and structure. This template is prepared by means of a mutual 

assembly of surfactants and silicates into hexagonal, cubic, lamellar, and other ordered 

lyotropic liquid–crystalline mesophases. The subsequent removal of the surfactants 

produces silica with ordered mesoporous channels and controllable 2–30 nm diameter 

pore sizes (Hampsey et al., 2005) 

The use of different surfactant templates, periodic mesoporous silicas (PMSs) with 

various pore sizes and structures such as MCM–41 (2D hexagonal), MCM–48 (cubic), 

HMS (wormlike), SBA–1 (cubic), SBA–3 (2D hexagonal), and SBA–15 (2D hexagonal), 

have been investigated (Vinu et al., 2006). In contrast to microporous zeolites, the pore 

sizes of PMS materials can be controlled in the range of 2–30 nm, simply by choosing an 

appropriate surfactant template and the addition of a micelle swelling agent.  

The addition of an organic component either on the pore surface or in the framework, 

improves the physical and chemical properties of PMS materials. It is also an efficient 

way to functionalize surfaces, thus exploiting the opportunity to produce novel materials.  

The post grafting of organosilanes on the surface of MCM–41 increases its hydrothermal 

stability and improves its hydrophobicity. It also ensures that the surface-functionalized 

materials are utilized as potential adsorbents for the control of volatile organic 

compounds present in industrial waste streams (Zhao, 2006). 
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The synthesis of porous carbons is usually achieved through a sequence of stages. This 

includes the carbonization of precursors of natural or synthetic origin, followed by 

activation. The templated synthesis of ordered mesoporous carbons has significantly 

enhanced the area of porous materials. The unique properties exhibited by these materials 

make them suitable as adsorbents, catalyst supports, and materials for advanced 

electronics applications. This material was first prepared by carbonizing organic 

polymers under an inert atmosphere. The major drawback in the preparation of carbons in 

this way was that they displayed irregular shapes, broad pore size distributions, etc. The 

template method has been remarkable in giving materials with specified morphology and 

microstructure (Sakintuna et al., 2005).  

 
2.4.2.5 MESOPOROUS CARBON MATERIALS  

The structure of mesoporous carbon nanoparticles (MCN) has been investigated using 

various characterization techniques, including the scanning and transmission electron 

microscopy (SEM and TEM), powder X-ray diffraction (XRD), and N2 sorption analysis. 

The TEM images of the synthesis of MCM–48 type mesoporous silica nanoparticle 

(MSN) material as the structure-directing template via a modified Stober method is 

illustrated in Figure 2.5 (Kim et al., 2008). The TEM micrographs of the MCN material 

consist of monodisperse spherical nanoparticles (100 – 200 nm). The TEM micrograph as 

indicated in Figure 2.5a demonstrates the exact replication of the whole particle 

morphology (spherical particles). In addition, a tetragonal I41/a (or lower) mesoporous 

structure, which is the replication of the cubic Ia-3d porous morphology of the MSN 

template, was also observed in Figure 2.5b. The high magnification TEM images of MSN 

and MCN materials (Figure 2.5, panels c and d) confirmed the highly ordered 

mesoporous structures throughout the entire particle of these materials. 
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Figure.2.5: Low-magnification TEM images of (a) mesoporous silica MCM-48 

nanoparticles and (b) mesoporous carbon nanoparticle (MCN) materials. High-

magnification TEM images of (c) MCM–48 nanoparticle and (d) MCN material with the 

corresponding Fourier diffactograms (insets) (Kim et al., 2008). 

The XRD patterns of MSN and MCN in Figure 2.6 shows the successful change from the 

cubic Ia-3d (MCM–48 type) to the tetragonal I41/a (or lower) mesoporous structure after 

the carbon replication process. The N2 sorption isotherm of MCN (Figure 7b) exhibited 

two capillary condensation steps at P/P0 = 0.18 – 0.3 and > 0.95, which could be 

attributed to the N2 condensation that took place at the internal mesopores and the 

interparticle voids, respectively. 
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Figure.2.6: (a) Powder XRD patterns of MCN (top) and the calcined, MCM–48 type 

MSN silica template (bottom). (b) N2 sorption isotherm and the pore size analysis with 

adsorption branch using the BJH algorithm (inset) of MCN. 

It was found that MCN has large BET surface area (~2000 m2/g) and pore volume (1.2 

cm3/g) as shown in Table 2.1. The BJH pore size distribution showed an average pore 

diameter of 2.4 nm (Kim et al., 2008). 

Table 2.1: Structural Properties of MCM–48 Mesoporous Silica Nanoparticles and 

Ordered Mesoporous Carbon Nanoparticle MCNs from Nitrogen Adsorption Data (Kim 

et al., 2008) 

Sample SBET(m2g-1) Vt (cm3g-1) BJH(nm) 

MCM – 48 

MCN 

1278 

2034 

0.96 

1.2 

2.3 

2.4 
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2.4.2.6 GRAPHITIC MESOPOROUS CARBON  

The synthesis of porous carbons with a graphitic framework has been described in the 

literature. They have been prepared using traditional techniques such as: (a) catalytic 

graphitisation of carbons obtained from polymeric gels, (b) imprinting of silica 

nanoparticles into the matrix of a graphitisable carbon precursor (Ryoo et al., 1999) or (c) 

infiltration of a graphitisable carbon precursor into the porosity of mesostructured silica 

(Ryoo et al., 1999), which is used as template. Hollow graphitic carbon nanoparticles and 

carbon nanocoils were prepared by carbonising resorcinol–formaldehyde gels doped with 

cobalt and nickel salts (Hyeon et al., 2003). These metals aid in the graphitisation process 

and they facilitate the formation of graphite crystallites at fairly low temperatures (~ 900 
oC) because they act as catalyst.  

The combination of good electronic conductivity and a large accessible surface area in 

carbons has led to their use in certain emergent applications, such as electrodes in double-

layer electrical capacitors or as catalytic supports in low-temperature fuel cell systems. 

Porous carbons that are synthesised from non-graphitisable materials do not display high 

electrical conductivity, even after heat treatment at high temperatures. Even though 

graphitisable carbons have been synthesised from polymers (i.e. poly-vinyl chloride), 

aromatic hydrocarbons (i.e. naphthalene, phenantrene, etc.) or mesophase that 

demonstrates good electrical conductivities, these materials are not suited for developing 

porosity using activation procedures when preparing activated carbons. The reasons stem 

from the fact that these carbons are impervious to gasifying agents that prevent the 

creation of pores.   

Zhao et al. (2003) has reported the preparation of graphitic mesoporous carbon by 

imprinting colloidal silica particles into mesophase pitch. The specific surface area was 

240 m2g-1 and a pore volume of 0.7 cm3g-1 (pore size ~ 17 nm) and was reported for 

carbons obtained after carbonisation and subsequent heat treatment at 2400 oC.  

The average d spacing (0.34 nm) for these carbons provides evidence that graphitisation 

has been achieved as determined by the Bragg equation. The surface areas for carbon 

coils and hollow carbon particles were 318 m2g-1 and 88 m2g-1 respectively. These 
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materials provide an excellent support for Pt/Ru electrocatalysts in DMFC (direct 

methanol fuel cells) systems.  

The template is used to obtain the pore network of the carbon that is an inverse replica of 

the inorganic material. In this way the porosity of the carbon framework is controlled and 

commonly employed to produce non-graphitisable mesoporous carbon, utilizing different 

types of mesoporous silica materials (MSM) as templates. The careful selection of an 

appropriate template for the synthesis of carbons can alter the structural characteristics 

(i.e. surface area, pore volume, pore size, particle size, morphology, etc.).  A graphitic 

framework can be achieved if the porosity of the template is infiltrated by a graphitisable 

carbon precursor.  

Ordered graphitic carbons were prepared by infiltrating the pores of mesostructured silica 

materials (i.e. MCM–48 and SBA–15) with acetanaphthene. The infiltrated material was 

heated at 750 oC under pressure in an autoclave and then heated at 900 oC under vacuum. 

The resultant carbon displayed a turbostratic structure with a d002 spacing of 0.36 nm 

(Kim et al., 2003).  

The preparation of porous carbons with graphitic framework and a large surface area with 

an accessible porosity made up of mesopores has been made. The preparation of this 

material involved infiltrating the pores of a mesostructured silica with a solution 

containing a polymer under ambient conditions (temperature and pressure), that was 

converted into a graphitisable carbon after the carbonisation step. The subsequent heat 

treatment of the graphitisable carbon at high temperature (2300 oC) produced a porous 

carbon with a well-developed graphitic order. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) was used as the 

polymeric material to infiltrate the two different MSM templates, i.e. well-ordered silica 

(SBA–15) and silica with a wormhole pore structure (MSU–1) (Fuertes et al., 2004).  

2.5  NANOSTRUCTURED ELECTROCATALYST FOR PEM FUEL 

CELLS   

Nanostructured carbon materials have been identified as an excellent support material for 

Pt – based electrocatalysts (Perathoner et al., 2007). This is based on the following 

conditions (i) the materials possess a high surface area to enable a high distribution of the 
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nanosized catalyst; exceptional crystallinity or low electrical resistance to allow the flow 

of electrons during the electrochemical reaction; an appropriate pore structure for 

sufficient fuel contact and the liberation of byproducts; and ensuring excellent contact 

between the catalyst nanoparticles and the carbon support (Perathoner et al., 2007).  

Carbon materials that possess nanostructures have been used to obtain highly developed 

electrocatalysts as a result of these remarkable characteristics. The factors that have been 

established to ensure this development are as follows: (Perathoner et al., 2007) 

1. This material has demonstrated outstanding electrical properties that make use of 

the charge of the supported metal particles.  

2. The existence of an ordered structure allows for a better mass-transfer and three 

phase boundary.  

3. There is also a chance of crystallographic rearrangement of the supported metal 

nanoparticles.  

4. The limitations created within nanotubes, 

5. The likelihood of improving the performances and decreasing sensitivity to 

poisoning by the combination of oxides with carbon, and  

6. The opportunity to build structures on the nano-, meso-, and microscale. 

The structural design of carbon and the nature of metal – carbon interactions are 

influenced by the carbon framework. This can create an improved three-phase boundary 

(gas–electrode–electrolyte) and also facilitate interaction between metal particles and the 

conductive carbon substrate. This enables an efficient chemical–to–electrical conversion 

that is essential for the development of PEM fuel cells (Perathoner et al., 2007). 

2.6  PLATINUM DEPOSITED BY ORGANOMETALLIC 

CHEMICAL VAPOUR DEPOSITION (OMCVD) 

The deposition of platinum by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) on solid supports has 

advanced considerably, because of the good electrical conductivity and catalytic 

properties displayed by this element. Organometallic chemical vapour deposition 

(OMCVD) is a technique whereby a metal containing precursor, typically an 

organometallic complex is vapourized and that undergoes thermal decomposition. This is 
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followed by deposition onto the substrate to form a metal layer. Metallic particles are 

formed as a result of heating the substrate above its stability range, thus causing the 

decomposition of the organometallic species. The distinct advantage of using CVD 

techniques is that the pyrolysis temperature in OMCVD is much lower than in other 

techniques. This method is fast, in contrast to the liquid impregnation technique. In 

addition, surface poisoning and material transformation is eliminated. This method is 

very efficient and produces deposits of high quality. The major disadvantage of using 

OMCVD is the possible incorporation of impurities due to non–exhausted residues and in 

certain cases poor adhesion of the film. 

The OMCVD methodology involves the vapourization of the precursor at low 

temperature and reduced pressure in order to obtain a precursor vapour pressure for film 

deposition, thereby enabling the metal to deposit on a substrate surface at a higher 

temperature by adsorption and thermal decomposition of the precursor (Thurier et al., 

2008). 

The different stages of the OMCVD process are outlined below and are depicted in 

Figure 2.7 (Thurier et al., 2008). 
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 Convection of the gaseous reagents 

 Diffusion of the reagents towards the substrate 

 Adsorption of the reagent onto the substrate 

 Chemical reaction of the adsorbed species producing nuclei and further 

reaction to give a metal film 

 Desorption of the gas products of the reaction 

 Diffusion of these products through the boundary layer 

 Gas evacuation of the system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7: Stages of a traditional MOCVD process (Thurier et al., 2008). 

2.7 ELECTROCHEMICAL ACTIVITY USING CYCLIC 

VOLTAMMETRY 

The CV curves of mesoporous active carbon (MPAC) and Vulcan XC–72R are illustrated 

in Figure 2.8 (a) and (b (Hwang et al., 2009). These measurements were performed in 

both sulphuric acid solution (solid lines), and K3[Fe (CN)6] (dash lines). The bigger area 

indicates the larger capacitance. This means that ions are more strongly adsorbed on the 

surface of an electrode and this causes an inference with specific reactions. The 
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occurrence of solvated K3[Fe(CN)6] results as shown by the appearance of a redox couple 

as electrons are transferred at the interface of electrode and electrolyte. The potential 

difference between the oxidation peak and reduction peak should be 59 mV for an ideal 

electrolyte. The potential difference that is measured is more often larger than that. A 

higher the peak current would result in more electrons moving, thus yielding better 

electrochemical activity. In Fig 2.8a, MPAC demonstrates low current performance in 

sulphuric solution in comparison to the solution with solvated K3[Fe(CN)6] with a 

potential difference close to 100 mV. There are no other reaction peaks present in both 

electrolytes. The results shown in Fig 2.8b indicate that MPAC would be a good 

electrode material for electrochemical applications. Fig 2.8b illustrates the Vulcan XC–

72R which, despite the total current performance being higher than that of MPAC, a 

significant capacitance effect. The potential difference is smaller than 59 mV, as a result 

of the adsorption effect. This means that the current contribution of a redox couple 

appears as a result of the reactants adsorbed on the electrode surface and not from fresh 

reactants continuously diffusing from electrolyte.  

This property is not necessary for an electrode material. In both instances, the top part at 

high potential represents the formation of oxygen, and the arrow-marked peaks signify 

the reduction of oxygen produced. There is an additional tiny redox couple noticed at 

~ 0.1 V in K3[Fe(CN)6] electrolyte. This is due to the presence of the functional groups or 

impurities in Vulcan XC–72R. (Hwang et al., 2009) 
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Figure 2.8: Cyclic voltammetry analyses of (a) MPAC and (b) Vulcan XC-72R. 

Measurements were conducted in electrolytes of 1 M H2SO4 (solid line) and 1 M H2SO4 

plus 10 mM K3(Fe(CN)6) (dash line) with scan rate of 10 mV/s (Hwang et al., 2009). 

Carbon- and graphite-supported platinum catalysts have been frequently applied to fuel 

cells.  The increase of metal particles and the deposition of carbon species or oxidation of 

the metal can deactivate the catalyst during reaction. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) provides 

information about the surface area of the platinum particles and particle growth. This 

technique has been used to characterize a catalyst surfaces before and after reaction in the 

liquid phase. The ability to detect fractions of a monolayer of oxygen or of organic 

adsorbates is possible, thus making this method surface–sensitive. The cyclic 

voltammograms of the catalysts for determination platinum surface area are shown in Fig 

2.9A..  

Figure 2.9A shows the cyclic voltammogram obtained on a freshly reduced platinum 

catalyst used to determine the surface area. This Figure is typical for platinum. For 

instance the deposition and oxidation of hydrogen atoms and the adsorption and reduction 

of oxygen atoms, are quite distinct. Figure 2.9B shows the cyclic voltammogram of the 

graphite support. 

The portion of exposed platinum atoms on the catalyst was reduced in the liquid phase 

and this can be observed from Fig. 2.9C. The net effect of this reaction on the portion of 

exposed platinum atoms can be shown by comparing Fig. 2.9C and D. It is quite easily 

A B 
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seen that the tiny proportion of exposed platinum atoms has strongly decreased after 

reaction. The cyclic voltammogram of the used catalyst strongly resembles the cyclic 

voltammogram of the graphite support as shown in Figure 2.9B (de Bruijn et al., 1992). 

 

Fig. 2.9: (A) Cyclic voltammogram of a freshly reduced 4.9 wt.% platinum/graphite 

catalyst; scan rate 1 mV s-1 (B) Cyclic voltammogram of graphite support before ion 

exchange with platinum ions; scan rate 1 mVs-1. (C) Cyclic voltammogram of a 4.9 wt.% 

platinum/graphite catalyst after reduction in liquid phase at T = 363 K, pH 7, for 1 h with 

molecular hydrogen followed by addition of 0.2 M methyl a-Dglucoside. (D) As C 

followed by oxidation of methyl a-D-glucoside with molecular oxygen at T = 323 K,    

pH 9, for 20 h (de Bruijn et al., 1992). 

2.8  CARBON SUPPORTS FOR FUEL CELL CATALYSTS 

One of the many applications of carbon is to use it as a catalyst support for fuel cells. 

Low temperature fuel cells are receiving increasing interest as a method of generating 

electricity by direct electrochemical conversion of hydrogen, ethanol, methanol, and 

oxygen into water and carbon dioxide. In low temperature fuel cells platinum and 
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platinum alloys are used as anode and cathode catalyst. The reaction surface of a catalyst 

increases as the activity of the catalyst increases. The catalyst particles should be reduced 

in diameter to increase the surface area. The decrease in particle size can result in a 

decrease in the specific activity of metal nanoparticles. An effective support for a fuel cell 

catalyst is that it should have a high surface area this can be achieved through high 

porosity and sufficient electrical conductivity, so as to facilitate the flow of electrons. It is 

essential that carbon supports have a high percentage of mesopores, in the 20 to 40 nm 

region. This will offer offering a high accessible surface area to the catalyst and to 

monomeric units of the Nafion ionomer so as to boost the diffusion of chemical groups. 

The activity of the catalyst is influenced by the support material, given that the catalyst 

bonds to the support. These effects can be described in two ways. The electronic structure 

of the catalyst can be modified by the support material. The reaction characteristics of the 

active sites present on the surface of the catalyst might be affected by the electronic 

effect. The shape of catalyst particles may perhaps be modified by the support material. 

The stability of a catalyst in the development of new substrates in the area of fuels cells is 

needed. Factors such as high surface area, porosity and electrical conductivity, and 

corrosion resistance contribute to selecting a good catalyst.  

Carbon blacks have been extensively used as catalysts in low–temperature fuel cells and 

are produced by the pyrolysis of hydrocarbons, such as natural gas or oil fractions from 

petroleum processing. The ash content of carbon black is substantially low, mainly 

because of the characteristics of the starting materials (Antolini, 2008). The carbon blacks 

are fabricated by the oil furnace processes and acetylene processes (Antolini, 2008). The 

furnace black process is the main method of production and in this process the starting 

material is fed to the furnace and burned with a controlled supply of air at about 1400 oC. 

Oil–furnace carbon black (eg. Vulcan XC–72) supports for platinum catalysts in low 

temperature fuel cells has gained momentum and has been used by many (Antolini, 

2008). Vulcan XC–72 is not a well defined oil furnace black material as has been 

reported, since the particles are not mono–disperse. High surface area graphite (HSAG) 

that possess a surface areas of between 100 – 300 m2g-1 have been attractive as a support 

material for precious metal catalysts. An additional support material used by catalyst 

manufacturers,is graphitized carbon black. It has been reported that this material can be 

acquired by recrystallization of spherical carbon black at 2500 to 3000 oC.      
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The deposition of metals onto carbon supports by impregnation methods indicates that 

the specific surface area of the carbon support does not affect the Pt dispersion (Antolini, 

2008). It was demonstrated that the Pt particle size decreased when increasing the 

specific area of the carbon black. The acetylene black has a greater number of pores with 

a diameter of 3 – 8 nm than does oil–furnace black supports (Antolini, 2008; Grigoriev et 

al. 2011; Zeng et al. 2008). 

2.9  CHARACTERISATION TECHNIQUES 

2.9.1  FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED (FTIR) SPECTROSCOPY  

Infrared spectroscopy has been applied to characterise mesoporous silica throughout the 

synthesis process (Osswald, 2006). Chemical bonds are continuously stretching and 

bending, lengthening and contracting. When the frequency of the light and vibration are 

equal the bond absorbs energy as it is irradiated. Whilst infrared energy is absorbed by a 

molecule, the molecular vibration increases in amplitude with a frequency matching that 

of the light. The light frequency absorbed by the molecule corresponds to a specific 

molecular motion. This kind of molecular motion in each sample is measured by its 

characteristic infrared absorption.   

The main absorption band in amorphous silica occurs between 1300 and 800 cm−1 and 

consists of several bands as shown in Table 2.2. The most dominant band is assigned to 

the asymmetric stretching vibrations of Si–O–Si in the range of 1130 – 1060 cm−1. On the 

high frequency side of this band there is a shoulder, which is related to skeletal stretching 

vibrations. The shoulder at the low frequency side is assigned to the Si-O stretching 

vibration of surface silanol groups. A second, very weak band related to the silanol 

vibration can be observed in the range of 900 – 880 cm−1. This band is assigned to the 

bending vibration of the silanol group (Osswald, 2006).  
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Table 2.2:  FT-IR band assignment for silicate solutions (Osswald, 2006) 

Wavenumber (cm−1)                                           Assignment 

1225–1180                              Si-O-Si asymmetric stretching vibration, (LO3  mode) 

1175–1138                              Skeletal Si-O stretching vibration  

1126–1078                               Si-O-Si asymmetric stretching vibration (TO3  mode) 

955–940                                   Si-O stretching vibration of surface silanol groups                                          

895–880                                  Si-OH bending vibration  

2.9.2 X–RAY DIFFRACTION 

Powder X ray diffraction is a technique that can be used to study the crystallinity and 

atomic structure of materials. This technique can be used to evaluate the particle size of 

Pt and crystalline structures of the Pt/C catalyst. In this study it was used to obtain the 

particle sizes using Scherrer equation and the XRD analysis (Shimura, 1989).  

The crystallite size can be determined by measuring the broadening of a particular peak 

in a diffraction pattern associated with a particular planar reflection from within the 

crystal unit cell. The particle size is inversely proportional to the half – width at half 

maximum of an individual peak. Therefore a sharp peak will result in a larger crystallite 

size (Shimura, 1989).  

The width of the diffraction peak is associated with the size of the crystals and is given by 

Scherrer equation as shown in equation 2.1: 

d = 0.9 λk / (B cosθmax) ……………………………………………………...………..(2.1) 
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where  d         =  particle size (nm) 

           λk       =  wavelength (Cu-Kα, λ = 1.5406Ǻ) 

             θmax    =  half the angle of diffraction (2θ) 

             B        = peak width at half peak height (radians) 

The lattice parameter (α)  as shown above can be determined by equation 2.2: 

αfcc = 2
½ λk / sinθmax…………………………………………………………….……..(2.2) 

2.9.3 SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (SEM) / ENERGY DISPERSIVE 

X-RAY (EDS) SPECTROSCOPY 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a complex imaging technique capable of 

producing three-dimensional profiles of material surfaces. It was used in this study to 

extract quantitative and qualitative information pertaining to agglomerate size/shape, 

particle morphology, and surface appearance of supported nanophase electrocatalysts.  

The standard operation in SEM involves the interaction of an accelerated highly mono-

energetic electron beam, originating from a cathode filament, with the atoms at a sample 

surface. The electron beam is centred onto a fine probe and then scattered over the 

sample surface. These scattered electrons are collected by a detector, modulated, and 

amplified. This produces an exact reconstruction of the sample surface and particle 

profile (Cherstiouk et al., 2003). 

The technique is based on the fact that every element has a unique atomic structure such 

that X-rays characteristic of different atomic structures are readily distinguishable from 

one another. In EDS, the incident electron beam excites an electron in an inner shell, 

causing its ejection and the formation of an electron hole in the electronic structure of the 

atom. An electron from a higher-energy (outer) shell fills the hole, and the difference in 

energy between the higher-energy shell and the lower-energy shell is released as X-rays. 

The X-rays thus released are analyzed by means of an energy-dispersive spectrometer. 

EDS systems are commonly found with SEM, as well as with TEM instruments.  
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2.9.4 HIGH RESOLUTION TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 

(HRTEM) 

This technique examines the internal structure of solids and provides information about 

the micro – structural detail. TEM is often used in the determination of average particle 

size, particle shape, and particle size distributions of supported nanophase 

electrocatalysts. In this investigation, TEM was utilized in the direct examination of 

supported nanophase electrocatalysts,:nanoparticle size and nanoparticle size distribution.  

In HRTEM operation, a narrow electron beam originating from a tungsten filament is 

concentrated onto ultra-thin sample surfaces using a series of magnetic lenses. The 

electrons interact with sample atoms while penetrating the thin sample structure leading 

to the transmittance of electrons and the production of secondary electrons. Secondary 

electrons pass through an aperture to produce an image on a fluorescent screen. For 

carbon-supported metal electrocatalysts, metal particles appear as dark areas and low 

atomic weight carbon supports appear as light areas in the resultant micrographs due to 

differences in electron transmittance with increasing atomic weight. The obtained 

information is often complemented by quantitative information such as total surface area 

and porosity (Cherstiouk et al., 2003).     

2.9.5  BRUNAUER, EMMETT AND TELLER (BET) SURFACE ANALYSIS 

This method can be used for measuring specific surface area of particles, which is based 

on the theory stated by Brunauer, Emmett and Teller. This involves heating the sample 

under vacuum to remove adsorbed gas from the sample. Subsequently the sample is 

cooled by liquid nitrogen (73K). The introduction of an inert gas (like nitrogen) over the 

surface of the cooled sample, results in gas being adsorbed. As the process temperature 

and the volume of chamber is constant, by varying the gas pressure, the pressure that 

adsorption and desorption of gas gives an isotherm can be found due to the ideal gas law: 

PV = nRT 

where P is absolute pressure, V is volume, n is number of atoms, R is the gas constant 

(8.13 J/K.mol) and T is absolute temperature of gas. 
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In the basic operation, solid samples are placed in an evacuated sample holder at constant 

temperature ≈ 110 °C. The sample holder is filled with helium to flush contaminating 

gases from the sample surface and pores. The helium is then purged from the system. 

Evacuated samples are cooled to -196 °C in a liquid N2 bath while the sample holder is 

filled with ultra-pure N2 gas. Pressure within the sample holder is monitored over time, 

and then rapidly reduced to reach an equilibrium state where the quantity of gas adsorbed 

onto the surface is equivalent to the quantity of gas removed from the gas phase. By 

plotting the quantity of N2 adsorbed versus the equilibrium pressure an adsorption 

isotherm is obtained, which together with the BET equation can be used to determine the 

sample surface area. This adsorption isotherm can be defined as the plot of the 

dependence of the fractional coverage of surface-adsorbed molecules on pressure, at 

constant temperature. The BET equation can be given as follows: (Webb, 1997)  
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       ………........................................... (2.3) 

where W is the weight of N2 adsorbed at a given relative pressure (P/Po), Wm is the weight 

of gas producing monolayer coverage, and C is a constant related to the heat of 

adsorption.  

Pore size, pore size distribution, and pore volume of supported nanophase electrocatalysts 

can be determined using the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method (Webb, 1997).   

2.9.6 THERMOGRAVIMETRIC ANALYSIS (TGA)  

The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) technique examines the variation of mass 

loss/gain that a material undergoes when this material is subjected to temperature change 

(Haines, 1995). This variation of mass is usually a loss of mass, arises since, during the 

heating process, different chemical reactions occur, where volatile compounds are 

formed. These reactions indicate combustion, dehydration, decomposition, etc. (Brown, 

1998; Tusi et al. 2011). 
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2.9.7 CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY (CV) 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) can be used to investigate electrode surface reactions, the 

behavior of electrochemically-active species, and to examine the quality of 

electrocatalysts. CV provides information on the thermodynamics of redox processes and 

the kinetics of heterogeneous electron-transfer reactions. One of the advantages is that it 

can probe surface reactions in-situ under well-controlled conditions, giving insight into 

the catalytic mechanisms and the catalytic activity of nanophase electrocatalysts 

(Steigerwalt et al., 2001).  

The process involves cycling a potential applied to an electrode immersed in a inert 

electrolyte solution, containing an analyte species, through a defined potential range and 

measuring the resultant current. The measured current is a result of electron flow through 

the electrochemical circuit and is due to diffusional mass transfer of electro-active species 

as migration and convection are minimised. The applied potential is swept back and forth 

between two designated potentials, at a constant rate, by a potentiostat. Typically, a three-

electrode system consisting of a working electrode, reference electrode, and counter 

electrode is used. The working electrode is the electrode of interest at which potential is 

applied. The reference electrode experiences zero current and has a known standard 

potential against which all other potentials are measured. The role of the reference 

electrode is to provide a fixed potential which does not vary during the experiments 

(Steigerwalt et al., 2001; Tusi et al. 2011; Alegre et al. 2011).  

2.10    SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER 

The literature survey has outlined the synthesis of mesoporous silica and mesoporous 

carbon materials and illustrates the flexibility in designing chemical and physical 

properties according to a certain requirement. It illustrated their remarkably wide range of 

applications. The use of a suitable silica template as a sacrificial template for the 

synthesis of the carbon analogue in catalysis will depend on a systematic approach to the 

synthesis as well as control of the chemistry of the carbon surface.  

In summary, in situ carbonisation of organic compounds, carbon nanocomposites and 

carbons will give materials with a well developed pore structure, and high surface areas. 
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Furthermore, highly ordered mesoporous carbon materials are now accessible, by 

templated synthesis with a rich variety of structures, using mesoporous silica as 

templates. The templated synthesis of an ordered mesoporous carbon is a remarkable 

achievement in the field of porous materials because the synthesis is easy, inexpensive 

and suitable for large-scale production. The resulting high-surface-area materials and 

uniform pores promise to be suitable for use as absorbents, catalyst supports and 

materials for advanced electronic applications.  

The main reason for undertaking this study was to produce a high surface area 

mesoporous carbon support. The secondary reason was to deposit Pt on the support using 

a suitable chemical deposition method. According to the literature, this can be achieved 

but the procedures for producing these materials are not well described by Su et al., 

(2005). In this study SBA-15 silica template was synthesized and sucrose was used as a 

source of carbon to produce the desired high surface area mesoporous carbon via a CVD 

method. A novel chemical vapour deposition method was used to deposit platinum 

nanoparticles on the OMC under high temperature and pressure. Therefore this study was 

to determine which variables were of importance and what conditions would be needed to 

produce a a high surface area mesoporous carbon with Pt supported on it.    
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CHAPTER 3 

SYNTHESIS OF NANOPHASE SUPPORTS AND PLATINIUM 

ELECTROCATALYSTS 

3.1  INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of this chapter is to present the methods used for the preparation and 

comprehensive characterization of nanophase electrocatalysts. The chapter starts with the 

introduction of detailed methodology used for the preparation of nanophase. These 

materials were used as a support for the electrocatalysts described in the study. This is 

followed by a detailed literature review and listing of characterization techniques used in 

the study. Sample preparations and experimental parameters that were used in the 

investigation are also described.  

This section will highlight materials and methods used for the fabrication and 

characterization of graphitisable and graphitised porous carbons with a well-developed 

mesoporosity. The synthetic route used to prepare the graphitisable carbons were: (a) the 

infiltration of the porosity of mesoporous silica with a carbon precursor (i.e. sucrose), (b) 

the carbonisation of the silica – sucrose composite and (c) the removal of the silica 

skeleton.    
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3.2  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

3.2.1  CHEMICALS 

The chemicals that were used in the study are presented in Table 3.1 

Table 3.1: Summary of chemicals used in the study 

Chemical Name Purity  Supplier 

Tetraethoxysilane; TEOS 98% Aldrich 

Poly(ethylene oxide)-block-poly(propylene 

oxide)-blockpoly (ethylene oxide) triblock 

copolymer (EO20PO70EO20), Pluronic P123 

PEG, 30 wt. % Aldrich 

Ethanol 99.9%, Kimix 

Sodium hydroxide pellets CP Kimix 

LPG A mixture of propane 

and butane 

AFROX 

hydrochloric acid 37% Aldrich 

Sulphuric Acid 99% Aldrich 

Nitrogen Gas Technical grade AFROX 

Commercial JM Pt/C catalyst 40% wt Pt, 4.2 nm 

particles 

Johnson Matthey 

Platinum (II) acetylacetonate, (Pt(acac)2) 97% Aldrich 

Sucrose 99.5%, GC Aldrich 
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3.2.2 SYNTHESIS OF SBA – 15 

SBA–15 templates were prepared by a room temperature method (Piotr et al., 2005). In a 

typical synthesis, 4.10 g of poly (ethylene oxide)-block-poly (propylene oxide)-block-

poly-(ethylene oxide) tri copolymer (EO20PO70EO20, Pluronic P123) was transferred to a 

500 ml beaker. HCl (150 ml of 1.6 M) was added and the solution was left to stir for 

30minutes. TEOS (9.14 ml ) was added to the mixture dropwise at 3.55 ml/min (32.5min 

for every 1 ml of TEOS). The obtained suspension was stirred at 45 oC for 8 h and then 

aged at 80 oC for 15 h. The solid product was filtered, washed with distilled water and 

dried at room temperature for 1 hour. The solid product was heated in a furnace in air to 

550 oC at a heating rate of 1 oC/min at then calcined at 550 oC for 8 hrs. (Scheme 3.1)   

3.2.3 SYNTHESIS OF OMC USING SBA-15 AS TEMPLATE AND LPG AS 

CARBON SOURCE 

The calcined and thus detemplated SBA-15 was used as a solid template for the 

preparation of mesoporous carbon material by a CVD method (Godogwana MSc thesis, 

2006). In a typical synthesis 2.0 g of SBA-15 silica template was transferred to a ceramic 

boat and placed in a flow through quartz tube furnace. The furnace was heated to the 

target temperature of 800 oC from 50 oC at a heating rate of 2 oC/min under LPG flow as 

indicated in Figure 3.1. When the target temperature of    800 oC was reached, the LPG 

was sustained at this temperature for 90 min. Thereafter the LPG flow was stopped and 

the sample was taken out of the tube furnace to cool at room temperature. The resulting 

mesoporous silica/carbon composite was refluxed with 50 ml of 1M NaOH at 75 oC 

under stirring for 2 h to dissolve and remove the silica template as shown in Figure 3.2. 

Thereafter the solution was filtered with a 0.45 μm filter paper using a Buchner funnel. 

Finally it was washed with ultra pure water (3x100 ml) and then dried in air at 100 oC 

(Scheme 3.1).  
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3.2.4    SYNTHESIS OF ORDERED MESOPOROUS CARBON USING SBA–15 

AS TEMPLATE AND SUCROSE AS CARBON SOURCE 

OMC was prepared by an impregnation process following the method of Su et al. (2010). 

In a typical synthesis, 1.0 g of SBA–15, 1.25 g of sucrose, and 0.14 g H2SO4 were added 

to 5.0 g of ultra pure water (room temperature), and the resulting mixture was dried 

overnight at 80 oC. Thereafter, the solid product was grounded and heated to 160 oC for 4 

h. After this, 0.8 g of sucrose, 0.09 g of H2SO4 in 2.0 g of ultra pure water and 1.0 g 

ethanol were added to the solid product which was then dried at 80 oC for 4 hrs and 160 
oC overnight. Finally, the resulting solid product was carbonized from 50 to 900 oC at 2 
oC/min and held at this temperature for a further 5 h under N2 flow. The silica template 

was removed by using 1M NaOH (4 g NaOH/100 ml H2O) under reflux for 2 h. 

Thereafter the solution was filtered with a 0.45 μm filter paper using a Buchner funnel 

and then it was washed with ultra pure water (3x100 ml)  which was followed by drying 

in air at 150 oC for 5 h to yield a carbon sample (scheme 3.1).      
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3.2.5 CARBONIZATION OF EQUIPMENT             

The set up for the carbonization of the silica/ carbon composite at high temperatures is 

illustrated in Fig 3.1 below. The carbonization was accomplished by placing a known 

quantity of a silica/carbon material in a ceramic boat followed by a flow of nitrogen gas.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Tube furnace for synthesis of carbon composites 

The set up for the removal of the silica template is shown in Fig 3.2 below.  This is 

achieved by refluxing a known quantity of silica/carbon composite with 1M NaOH. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Rotating heating mantle and round bottom flask with a thermometer 
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3.3  PREPARATION OF CATALYST 

3.3.1  CHEMICAL VAPOUR DEPOSITION OF PLATINIUM ON 

MESOPOROUS CARBON 

Platinum acetylacetonate, [Pt(acac)2)], was physically mixed with a mesoporous carbon 

support in a mortar and pestle in order to grind and crush and mix the solid materials. 

This mixture was loaded into a reactor tube (diameter of 1cm, and length of 30cm). The 

reactor tube was firstly evacuated for 1 h to a pressure of 7.7 x 10-1 mbar. The tube was 

then slowly ramped to 100 °C and kept for another 1 hour to remove the trace of water. 

The pressure decreased substantially to 2.8 x 10-1 mbar. After sublimation of the platinum 

precursor, the tube was heated to 400 °C and held for 30 min to decompose the platinum 

precursor properly. The reactor tube was cooled to room temperature, and the sample was 

removed as reported by Suttisawat et al. (2009). The catalysts were synthesized using 

different amounts of the support and the precursor as shown in Table 3.2.  

Table 3.2: % loading of Pt supported on OMC 

Catalyst (% Pt) OMC (g) Pt(acac)2 (g) 

 10 

20 

30 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.12 

0.26 

0.43 
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3.4 STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISATION OF NANOPHASE 

ELECTROCATALYST 

The characterisation of nanomaterials plays a significant role both to prior and after 

evaluation of a catalyst since it is important to know the physical and the electrochemical 

characteristics of a catalyst. This information obtained on a catalyst prior to use helps 

with a better understanding of a catalysts abilities and also aids in the improvement of the 

activity of a catalyst. The catalyst surface is the physical property that allows the 

determination of the extent of absorption and desorption of the reactants and products 

respectively. The activity of a catalyst is directly proportional to the surface area to which 

the reacting species is exposed. The shape and size of the particles in a bulk catalyst does 

influence the activity of a catalyst, hence it is essential to have this information when 

developing an electrocatalyst. Sample characterisation techniques that were employed in 

this study are shown in Table 3.3: 

Table 3.3: Characterization Procedures used during catalyst development 

                           Type                       Purpose 
Fourier Transform Infra-Red (FTIR) 

Spectroscopy  

 Structural configuration and to assess 

the features of the amorphous silica 

High resolution scanning electron 

microscopy & energy dispersive X–ray 

spectroscopy (HRSEM/EDS) 

Morphology and qualitative elemental 

composition 

High resolution transmission electron 

microscopy (HRTEM)/EDS 

Crystallinity and particle size 

X–ray diffractometer (XRD) Crystallinity and  particle size 

Brunnauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) analysis Surface area and pore diameter 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) Determination of volatile species 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) Electrochemical activity 

 

3.4.1  FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRA-RED SPECTROSCOPY 

3.4.1.1 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS: SAMPLE PREPARATION 
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A 10 to 15 mg of sample was subjected to FTIR analysis. The sample was placed directly 

onto the FTIR probe. The probe was rotated into the sample which was situated on the 

sample holder.. The experimental conditions are given in Table 3.3.  

Table 3.4: FTIR experimental instrument conditions 

Instrument Name Perkin Elmer spectrum 100 series FT-IR Spectrometer 

Range 0 to 2000 cm-1 

Scan number  4 

Units  Absorbance 

3.4.2    X RAY DIFFRACTION 

3.4.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS: SAMPLE PREPARATION 

The powder material was mounted on a sample holder; levelled using a spatula and 

finally it was introduced into the X–ray diffraction instrument. The instrument 

specification is listed in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.5: The Siemens D8 Advance XRD operational parameters. 

Parameter Conditions 

X – ray detector Copper tube with Cu-Kα 

Generator Voltage 40 kV 

Generator Current 40 mA 

Scanning Range  

                            

(0o – 10o ) and (10o – 90o)   

(2θ angle) 

Scan type Locked coupled 

Scan speed 60 s/step 

Scan time 6 hrs 

Step size 0.2o

Wavelength 1.54 Å 

Synchronous rotation No 
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3.4.3 HIGH RESOLUTION SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (SEM) / 

ENERGY DISPERSIVE SPECTROSCOPY (EDS) 

The nanophase materials of interest were supported on double-sided conductive carbon 

tape and mounted on a sample stub. No sputter-coating was required as all the nanophase 

material used in the study were electron-conductive.  

Samples were fitted into the vacuum chamber of the microscope (HRSEM, Zeiss Ultra 55 

Field Emission – In-lens detection). High Resolution Scanning Electron Microscopy was 

used to probe the surface micro and macro structure, and determine the degree of 

agglomeration. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) with a Hitachi X–650 SEM 

was used for elemental analysis and for chemical characterization of samples. Parameters 

for the HRSEM analysis are given below: 

3.4.3.1 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS: SAMPLE PREPARATION 

A 15 mg sample was placed in a specially designed sample holder and this was mounted 

into the HRSEM instrument. The HRSEM instrument also had an attached EDS 

instrument connected to the computer for elemental analysis. The experimental 

conditions are listed in Table 3.5. 

Table 3.6: HRSEM instrument experimental conditions 

Parameter Setting 

Accelerating Voltage 30 kV 

Current 10 nA 

Emmiter Thermal Field emision type 

Aperture 0.4 mm 

Resolution 1 nm 

Standard detector ESB with filtering grid 

Magnification 900 K  
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3.4.4 HIGH RESOLUTION TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 

(HRTEM) 

3.4.4.1 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS: SAMPLE PREPARATION 

HRTEM samples were prepared by dispersion of a spatula-tip of the catalyst of interest in 

5 ml methanol solution, followed by sonication of the suspension. One drop of the 

suspension was deposited onto carbon holey grids and allowed to dry for 15 minutes. The 

methanol was allowed to evaporate at room temperature. Samples were mounted in a 

sample holder that was introduced into the shaft of the electron microscope. The 

experimental conditions are listed in Table 3.7.  

Table 3.7: HRTEM instrument experimental conditions 

Name of Instrument                      Tecnai G2 F20 X-Twin Mat 

FEGTEM                                         

High tension                                200 KV 

Extraction Voltage                      3950 V 

FEG emission current 54 uA 

Condenser Aperture                     3 mm 

Objective aperture                        2 mm 

Gunlens    1 nm 

Spotsize      3 nm 

Imaging was with TIA CCD 

camera. 
 

3.4.5 BRUNAUER–EMMET–TELLER (BET) N2 ADSORPTION  

3.4.5.1 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS: SAMPLE PREPARATION 

The surface area, pore volume and pore size distribution of samples were determined by 

means of the Brunnaer–Emmet–Teller (N2 BET) technique using a Micrometrics 

Accelerated SA and Porosimetry (ASAP) 2010 system. Approximately 100 mg of the 

sample was transferred into a sample tube.    
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Samples were degassed and dried at 90 oC for 2 hrs and at 200 oC overnight under 

nitrogen gas in order to remove moisture and to free the pores of any impurities. The 

experiment was conducted isothermally at – 196 oC with a constant N2 flow applied 

during the analysis.    

3.4.6 THERMO – GRAVIMETRIC ANALYSIS (TGA)  

The sample was placed on a microbalance (20 mg) in a controlled atmosphere chamber. 

This chamber has a heating system that could be programmed to heat the sample at 

predefined heating rate, and to associate a temperature with the mass measured by the 

microbalance. Results are reported in curves that show the sample weight loss as a 

function of the temperature. TGA measurements could be performed in nitrogen 

atmosphere, air or other gas flux, depending on the type of thermal properties under 

investigation. 

3.4.6.1 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS: SAMPLE PREPARATION 

Each sample was loaded into an aluminium pan. The experiment was performed under a 

flow of nitrogen, whilst subjecting the sample to heating at a controlled rate. The 

experimental conditions are given in Table 3.7. 

Table 3.8: TGA instrument experimental conditions 

Name of Instrument       TA instruments Q500 TGA 

Heating Range               25 oC  - 1000 oC 

Heating rate                   10 oC/min 

N2 supply rate                50 ml/min 
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3.4.7   ELECTROCHEMICAL CHARACTERISATION USING CYCLIC 

VOLTAMMETRY (CV) 

3.4.7.1 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS: SAMPLE PREPARATION 

The electrochemical performance of the chemically modified carbon materials was 

analyzed using a three-electrode configuration in aqueous 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte. 

Cyclic voltammetry was performed on a computer connected to a BAS/50W integrated 

automated electrochemical workstation (Bioanalytical systems, Lafayette, IN, USA). A 

conventional three electrode cell was used with an Ag/AgCl electrode as a reference, a 

platinum wire, a counter electrode and a bare modified electrode (electrocatalyst) as 

working electrode. The paste was prepared by hand mixing graphite and mineral oil in a 

70:30 (w/w) ratio in an agate mortar until a homogenous paste was obtained. Thereafter 

the catalyst was added to an aliquot of the paste in a 1:10 (w/w) ratio and thoroughly 

blended together by grinding in an agate mortar and pestle. The paste was tightly packed 

into a PVC tube (2 mm internal diameter) and the electrical contact was provided by a 

copper wire connected to the end of the tube. The electrochemical experimental 

parameters are given in table 3.8.   

Table 3.9: Electrochemical experimental parameters are given as follows: 

Parameter                                                 Specification 

Electrolyte                                                  0.5 M Sulphuric acid to cell.   

                                                                Degassed with nitrogen by saturation 

Methanol                                                   Added 3.2 ml Methanol to 100 ml 

                                                                Sulphuric acid 

Working Electrode                                       Catalyst Paste (See Working 

                                                                Electrode preparation) 

Counter Electrode                                        Platinum Wire 

Reference Electrode                                      Ag/AgCl 

Scan Rate                                                  50 mV Base run (0.5 M H2SO4) 

Scan range                                                 Scanning range: -0.2 to 1.0 V 
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3.4.7.2 EXPERIMENTAL SET – UP 

The experimental set up used in the electrochemical characterization of the Pt/C 

electrocatalyst using CV is displayed in Figure 3.3 together with the three electrode 

system used for investigations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Experimental Set up for the electrochemical characterization 

1. Working electrode;  2. Reference electrode; 3. Counter electrode 

3.5  SYNOPSIS OF CHARACTERISATION METHODS   

Characterization studies were determined by the structural properties that needed to be 

evaluated using characterization techniques, such as high resolution transmission and 

scanning electron microscopy as well as X-ray diffraction. The structural and chemical 

information and the characterization techniques used in their determination can be 

summarized as follows: 

 Crystal structure, crystallinity and particle size of the material could qualitatively  

be examined by using XRD 

 Surface morphology and length of mesoporous materials could  qualitatively be 

examined using HRSEM 

 Particle size and particle distribution could be examined by using HRTEM 
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 Total surface area and porosity of composite materials could qualitatively be 

examined by N2 BET physisorption. 

 Thermal stability of composite materials could quantitatively be examined by 

TGA. 

 Electrochemical activity was determined using cyclic voltammetry. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CHARACTERIZATION AND PHSYIOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF 

MESOPOROUS CARBON SUPPORTED PLATINUM 

4.1  INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents and analyses the results obtained in this study. The findings are 

discussed in relation to the research questions. The structure of the chapter is aligned to 

the experimental methodology. 

This study was undertaken to investigate if a mesoporous Si substrate SBA-15 would 

produce a high surface area mesoporous carbon support for high platinum dispersion. In 

this study the mesoporous Si support material, SBA-15 was used as a template to form a 

SBA-15 carbon composite and the carbon analogue of SBA-15. In Section 4.2, the 

substrate preparation is explained. In Section 4.3, mesoporous silica characterization 

results are illustrated and in Section 4.4, the characterization results of mesoporous 

carbon are described. In Section 4.5 the electrocatalytic behaviour of platinum on carbon 

is elucidated. 

This SBA-15 was chosen as a sacrificial template for carbon deposition because it is 

reported to be a high surface area mesoporous carbon. The experimental approach of 

preparing this template is found in section 3.2.3 and the characterization of this material 

is shown in section 4.2.  

4.2  CHARACTERIZATION OF MESOPOROUS SILICA (SBA-15)  

Mesoporous silica SBA-15 was synthesized,  as reported by Piotr et al. (2005) in a 

cooperative self-assembly process under acidic conditions using the triblock copolymer 

Pluronic 123 (EO20PO70EO20) as template and tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) as the silica 

source (See section 3.2.3). The synthesis of SBA-15 was initiated by dispersing 

amphiphilic copolymer P123 in water and hydrochloric acid solution. Tetraethoxysilane 

(TEOS) was added to this solution as a source of silica. The solution was aged for 8 hours 
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at 80°C prior to filtering and washing. After synthesis, the organic pore filling template 

was removed by calcination (yield, ca. 100%). 

This section will highlight the characterization results obtained for the mesoporous Si 

substrate (SBA-15) and the corresponding carbon analogue. The details of the 

characterization methodologies were outlined in section 3.2.3 and 3.2.5. The mesoporous 

silica (SBA-15) results are presented in the order: FTIR spectra, XRD data, BET data, 

EDS data, HRTEM and SEM images.  

4.2.1  SBA-15 ANALYSIS BY FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRA-RED (FTIR) 

SPECTROSCOPY  

The main reason for doing FTIR spectroscopy was to check if the template was fully 

removed from the carbon and to establish if the pores are clean. The FTIR spectra of 

SBA-15 Si template is shown in Figure 4.1.  

In Figure 4.1(a), the FTIR spectra of the uncalcined and the calcined SBA-15 (2000 – 

500cm-1) are presented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1(a): FTIR spectra of SBA-15 before (A) and after (B) calcination 

 

A – Uncalcined SBA-15

Si-OH 

Si-O-Si 

Si-O-Si 

B – Calcined SBA-15 

A 

cm-1
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The major bands occurring at 1070 cm-1 and 800 cm-1 for uncalcined SBA-15(A) were 

assigned to stretching vibrations of Si–O–Si (Innocenzi et al., (2003)). A band of medium 

intensity centred at 950 cm-1 is characteristic of Si-OH stretching vibrations (Innocenzi 

et al., (2003)). The ratio of the Si–O–Si and Si-OH for the uncalcined vs the calcined 

bands is different as shown in Table 4.1. This is an indication of the evolution of porosity 

as a result of the heat treatment as reported by Innocenzi et al., (2003) and Kokunešoski 

et al., (2010). 

Table 4.1: FTIR Absorbance for uncalcined and the calcined SBA-15. 

Absorbance SBA-15(A) SBA-15(B) 

Si-O-Si 0.5, 0.08 0.2; -0.08 

Si-OH 0.2  -0.2 

 

In Figure 4.1(b), the FTIR spectra for the organic bands of the uncalcined and the 

calcined SBA-15 are presented. 

 

Figure 4.1(b): FTIR spectra of the organic bands of SBA-15 before (A) and after (B) 

calcination 
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The weak band appearing for the uncalcined SBA-15(A) between 2800 and 3000cm-1 is 

an indication of C-H stretching modes due to the template (Innocenzi et al., (2003)). 

These bands show a decrease in absorbance for the calcined SBA-15(B) indicating that 

the surfactant present in the uncalcined SBA-15 was removed (Innocenzi et al., (2003)).  

 

4.2.2  SBA – 15 ANALYSES BY X – RAY DIFFRACTION (XRD) 

The low angle XRD pattern of calcined mesoporous silica (SBA-15) is shown in Fig 4.2 

and the wide angle XRD is given in Fig 4.3. The main reason for performing XRD was to 

verify the regular periodicity in SBA-15.  
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Figure 4.2: Low Angle XRD of SBA-15 

The SBA–15 sample shows three resolved peaks at the small-angle XRD in the range of 

~ 0.8–2o 2θ that can be basically indexed as (100), (110), and (200) reflections associated 

with the 2-D hexagonal P6mm symmetry, indicating the ordered arrangement of the 

nanopores in SBA–15, in their highly ordered mesostructure (Zhai et al., (2008)). The 

d100 peak reflects a d spacing of 9.3 nm that correspond to the P123-directed hexagonal 

pore structure. Similar XRD reflections as indicated in Figure 4.2 with a d spacing of 9.2 
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nm which is comparable to SBA-15 in this study were reported by Zhai et al., (2008) and 

Jin et al., (2008).   
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Figure 4.3: Wide Angle XRD of SBA-15 

The wide angle XRD of SBA-15 shows the presence of a broad XRD peak at ~ 25o 2θ, 

which is characteristic of amorphous silica (Du et al., 2008)  

4.2.3 SBA – 15 ANALYSIS FROM NITROGEN ADSORPTION/ DESORPTION 

ISOTHERMS  

N2 BET adsorption/desorption was performed on SBA-15 at 77 K using a Micromeritics 

ASAP 2010 automatic analyzer in order to evaluate the pore size and surface area of the 

micropore and mesopore regions of the SBA-15.  
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The nitrogen adsorption/desorption and pore size distribution plots are shown in Figure 

4.4 and Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.4: Adsorption/desorption isotherm for SBA-15 by BET method 
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Figure 4.5: Pore size distribution for SBA-15 by BJH method.  
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Figure 4.4 and 4.5 shows nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherm and the pore size 

of the synthesized mesoporous silica (SBA-15). The mesoporous silica material yielded a 

type IV isotherm with a type H1 hysteresis loop which suggests the material has regular 

mesochannels as confirmed by HRTEM with similar results reported by Zhao et al., 

(1998). There is a sharp inflection at relative pressure Po/P ≥ 0.4, characteristic of 

capillary condensation of nitrogen as explained by Joo et al., (2008), which indicates the 

uniformity of the mesopore size distribution. The surface area of SBA-15 silica was 

found to be 854 m2/g and a total pore volume of 0.62 cm3/g. 

The SBA-15 shows the presence of micropores in Figure 4.4. The micropore surface area 

of SBA-15 was 293 m2/g.  This was determined by the total surface area of SBA-15 and 

the incremental surface area for the mesopore region.  Ryoo et al., (2001) and Morishige 

et al.,(2004) attributed the existence of micropores to the microporous interconnections 

between the mesopores of SBA-15. 

The corresponding pore size distribution data for SBA-15 silica template is shown in 

Figure 4.5 as calculated from the nitrogen isotherms adsorption branches by the Barrett–

Joyner– Halenda (BJH) method. This showed that the pores were uniform with a narrow 

pore size distribution centred at 4.6 nm which confirms the results obtained by HRTEM 

for SBA-15. The approximate pore size calculated using the BJH analysis is significantly 

smaller than the pore size determined by XRD, using the Scherrer equation. This is 

because the latter includes the thickness of the pore wall. The thickness of the pore wall is 

estimated to be 3 nm for SBA-15 prepared with EO20PO70EO20 as shown by Zhao et al., 

(1998). Zhao et al., (1998) reported a N2 BET surface area of 850 m2/g with a pore 

volume of 1.17 cm3/g and a pore size of 8.9 nm which is similar to the findings for SBA-

15 prepared in this study. 
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4.2.4 SBA-15 BY HRTEM 

Figure 4.6 shows the HRTEM of SBA-15. The main reason for doing HRTEM analysis 

of SBA-15 is to observe the periodic arrangement of the pores.  

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6: HRTEM image of SBA-15  

From Fig. 4.6, it can be seen that the ordered pore arrangement of SBA-15 is retained and 

it shows the parallel mesochannels with dimensions of approximately 5 nm. This is 

further confirmed by the high surface area of SBA-15 and the BJH pore diameter of 4.6 

nm. The HRTEM image confirms the ordered structure of the material, and shows the 

cylindrical pores are arranged in a well-ordered hexagonal array of mesopores. Similar 

results were reported by Zhao et al., (1998).   
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4.2.5 SBA-15 MORPHOLOGY BY HRSEM 

The main reason for performing HRSEM was to assess the morphology and particle size 

of the SBA-15. The characterization methodology is found in section 3.4.3.1. Figure 4.7 

shows the HRSEM image of the SBA-15. 

 

                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7: HRSEM image of SBA–15 

In Figure 4.7 the particles are arranged with rod-like morphologies made up of bundles of 

parallel arranged channels with a diameter of  0.5 µm and with lengths of about 1-2 µm. 

The particles appear to be agglomerate. The HRSEM images reported by Katiyar et al. 

(2006) were similar in magnitude and morphology. 
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4.3 CHARACTERIZATION OF ORDERED MESOPOROUS 

CARBON (OMC) 

Ordered mesoporous carbon was synthesized using two different methods with two 

different carbon sources: (a) LPG carbon source using a CVD method and, (b) sucrose 

infiltration followed by carbonization. 

(a)  LPG carbon source using a CVD method:  In this method, the synthesis of OMC 

using LPG by depositing the carbon into pores of the SBA-15 silica template at high 

temperature using CVD technique was attempted. The weight increased after LPG 

impregnation. The temperature of the reaction was increased to 8000C and held at this 

temperature for 90 minutes under LPG and thereafter allowed to cool to room 

temperature under nitrogen. The removal of SiO2 by NaOH dissolution was not 

successful as the silica content was found to be approximately 25% by EDS analysis. In 

Figure 4.8 the XRD spectrum (see section 3.2.4) of OMC (via route a) is shown.  
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Figure 4.8: XRD for OMC (via route a) 
 

 

In Figure 4.8, it is evident that no low angle peaks were retained in the carbon product 

after removal of the silica template. 
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The N2 adsorption/desorption isotherm by BET of OMC is shown (via route a) is 

shown in Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9: Adsorption/Desorption Isotherm for OMC (via route a) by BJH method 

The OMC has a low microporosity as shown in Figure 4.9. The micropore surface area of 

OMC was 4.8 m2/g and the external surface area was 149 m2/g. Thus yielding a total 

surface area of 153.8  m2/g. 
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In Figure 4.10, the pore size distribution of OMC (via route a) is shown. 
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Figure 4.10: Pore size distribution for OMC (via route a) by BJH method 

The low angle XRD showed in the nanometre region indicates the broad pore size 

distribution of OMC as shown in Figure 4.10, indicating a highly convoluted external 

surface.  

The explanation of these results from OMC via route (a) can be described in scheme 4.1.  

(a)                                                           (b)                                                    (c)  

 

Scheme 4.1: Schematic diagram for attempted prepartion of OMC via LPG infiltration 

and carbonization method using SBA-15 
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The figure shows the mesostructure of SBA-15 on scheme 4.1(a). Addition of LPG 

covers whole SBA-15, not just hole.  Finally, the removal of the silica template by NaOH 

resulted in a disordered OMC as confirmed by the absence of a low angle XRD peak 

(Figure 4.8) and the very low surface area of 153.8 (Figure 4.9). This could be due to the 

mesoporous framework of SBA-15 collapsing during the carbonization process at high 

temperature to produce amorphous structure (Scheme 4.1). The pore size distribution of 

OMC prepared using route A is shown in Figure 4.10 and clearly indicates that there are 

broad pores and a high external surface area. No further characterization was done on this 

OMC sample. 

(b) Sucrose impregnation followed by carbonization: This method involved the 

impregnation of the pores of mesoporous silica, SBA-15, (refer to Section 3.2.4) with 

sucrose followed by carbonization at 800°C. Finally the silica template was removed by 

NaOH etching to obtain the desired high surface area mesoporous carbon as shown in 

Scheme 4.2. 

 

 

Scheme 4.2: Schematic diagram for prepartion of OMC via sucrose impregnation and  

carbonization method using SBA-15 (route b) 

Characterization results of the synthesized ordered mesoporous carbon (OMC) are 

presented below using various techniques such as and FTIR spectroscopy, XRD, and 

TGA, HR-SEM and EDS. 
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4.3.1  FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRA–RED SPECTROSCOPY OF CARBON 

INFILTRATED SILICA TEMPLATE AND OMC (using route b) 

The reason for performing FTIR analysis was to assess the presence of silica functional 

groups in the OMC prepared by route b. The detail of the methodology for performing 

FTIR is found in section 3.4.1.1. The characteristic Si bands in Figures 4.11(A) show a 

decrease in absorbance of Si-O-Si bands relative to Figures 4.11(B) as more carbon 

begins to fill the pores of the SBA-15. As expected no silica bands are present in Figure 

4.11(B) which is the OMC obtained via route (b) thus indicating the complete removal of 

the silica template by NaOH dissolution.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11: FT-IR of silica carbon template (A) and the OMC (B) (via route b) 
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4.3.2  X–RAY DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS OF OMC (using route b) 

Figure 4.12 shows the low angle XRD pattern of the carbon product OMC (via route b).  
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Figure 4.12: Low angle XRD of OMC (via route b) 

In Figure 4.12, the peak observed can be assigned to the (100) diffraction of p6mm 

hexagonal symmetry. From the Bragg equation, the average pore size spacing is 

estimated to be 8.41 nm which is somewhat lower than that obtained from SBA-15. This 

observation is ascribed to the structure shrinkage of carbon materials during 

carbonization and the template removal process. The low angle XRD pattern (100) peak 

indicates the presence of uniformly sized pores for ordered materials as reported by 

Coville et al., (2010). 
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Figure 4.13: Wide angle XRD of OMC (via route b) 

Figure 4.13 shows the presence of wide angle XRD patterns at ~ 24o and 43.5° 2θ, which 

are the (002) and (101) from the graphitic carbon formed during carbonization at 800°C. 

This diffraction peak showing a reflection at ~ 25° corresponds to 0.36 nm graphite layer 

spacing. Similar observations were reported by Kruk et al., (2007). This is an indication 

that the pore walls of OMC derived from SBA-15 was ordered on the atomic scale 

although the carbon was similar to the graphitized structure (d002 = 0.343 nm) (Yang et 

al., (2004)).  
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4.3.3  HIGH RESOLUTION SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (HRSEM) 

OF OMC (via route b) 

The main reason for performing HRSEM was to obtain information about the 

morphology and agglomeration of particles of the OMC structure. The experimental 

procedure for HRSEM of OMC (via route b) can be found in section 3.4.3.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14: HRSEM of OMC (via route b) 

Figure 4.14 reveals that the carbon particles are segregated, suggesting that no 

agglomeration of the carbon particles occurred during the CVD process. It is quite 

evident that the hexagonal morphology was not visible due to structural shrinkage as 

confirmed by XRD low angle analysis. Fang et al., (2010) observed a similar morphology 

in that the carbon particles were separated from one another.    
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4.3.4  SURFACE AREA AND PORE SIZE VOLUME ANALYSIS OF OMC 

PRODUCT (via route b) 

The main reason for performing BET analysis was to evaluate the surface area and pores 

of the micropore and mesopore region of the OMC. The textural properties of the 

synthesized carbon support are given in table 4.1. 

Table 4.2: Textural Properties of OMC (via route a and b) 

Sample SBET
 (m2/g) Vt (cm3/g) ωBJH (nm) 

OMC ( route a) 

OMC (route b) 

153 

2115 

            0.6 

            0.60 

Diffuse (2-10 nm)  

2 – 4  

* SBET = BET surface area, Vt = Total pore volume, ωBJH =Pore diameter derived from 

BJH 

The surface area and pore size distribution OMC was obtained from the BET data and 

was close to that obtained in the literature that was found to be 2390 m2/g (Li et al. 

(2007)).    
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In Figure 4.15, the nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherm of OMC via route b is 

presented.  
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Figure 4.15: Adsorption/Desorption Isotherm for OMC (via route b) 

It can be seen that the adsorption isotherm of OMC as shown in Figure 4.15 represents a 

with a type IV pore structure and a hysteresis loop of type 2 according to the International 

Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) classification, indicative of a mesoporous 

material. The nitrogen uptake above the relative pressure of 0.40 is due to the capillary 

condensation of nitrogen in the mesopores. 

The OMC (via route b) shows the presence of micropores in Figure 4.15. The micropore 

surface area of OMC (via route b) was 663.15 m2/g. This was determined by subtracting 

the total surface area of OMC (via route b) from the incremental surface area for the 

mesopore region.   
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In Figure 4.16, the pore size distribution of OMC (via route b) is presented. 
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Figure 4.16: Pore size distribution (PSD) of OMC (via route b) 

The PSD as shown in Figure 4.16 was derived from the BJH method and indicates a 

bimodal distribution of mesopores in the OMC with pore sizes of 2 – 4 nm respectively. 

The presence of these pores in the mesopore region indicates that the OMC possess a 

system of interconnected pores. It is known that SBA-15 mesoporous silica possess 

mesopores interconnected with micropores (Antolini, 2009). 

4.3.5  ENERGY DISPERSIVE SPECTROSCOPY (EDS) ANALYSIS OF SBA-15 

AND OMC  

Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) analysis was performed on SBA-15 and OMC 

(via route b) in order to determine the composition of the surface elements and data are 

given in Table 4.3. The average of 10 spots was taken for the EDS analysis. Thus, it can 

be seen from Table 4.3 that the content for SBA-15 includes only silica and oxygen 

atoms as expected from the SiO2. In the case of OMC (via route b) the major element 

present is carbon atoms as expected, thus indicating the successful and near complete 

3.33 nm 
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(1.26 residue) removal of the silica template from the final OMC product. The EDX 

results represented in Table 4.2 complimented the TGA data and the FTIR data and 

clearly showed that more than 98 % of carbon is present in the OMC (via route b). 

Table 4.3: Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy for SBA-15 and OMC (via route b) 

Element           SBA- 15 (Mass %)               OMC (via route b) (Mass %)

Si                          61±3 1.52 

O                          38±4 0.0 

C                            0 98.48 

4.3.6  THERMOGRAVIMETRIC ANALYSIS OF OMC (via route b) 

Thermogravimetric weight changes of OMC were recorded under a nitrogen atmosphere 

and were used to determine the carbon decomposition of the OMC. The corresponding 

results are presented in Fig. 4.17.  

 

Figure 4.17: TGA and DTG of OMC 
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The possible reasons why there appears to be sample drift at temperatures around 100oC 

is due the relatively small sample (few milligrams). The mass loss usually occurring in 

this region is related primarily to the thermo-desorption of physisorbed water.  

In Figure 4.17, there appears to be no mass loss at T < 500 oC for mesoporous pyrolysed 

sample (silica template removed). The region beyond 500 oC shows that 30% of the 

carbon was combusted indicating that the partially graphitised more stable form of carbon 

constituted about 70 % of the carbon formed after a pyrolysis step at 900 oC. These 

results provide additional confirmation of the graphitized nature of the mesoporous 

carbon frameworks, which is responsible for the much improved thermal stability. It can 

be observed from DTG curves of the composite (Fig 4.17) that OMC (via route b) has 

two peaks centred at 640 and 915 oC, indicating regions of graphitic versus amorphous 

carbons region in the matrix. The most fundamental information from the TGA curve is 

that the silica template was almost completely removed (1.52% SiO2 residue ) by 

dissolution using NaOH because of the nearly zero residues at 940 oC, confirming that 

OMC (via route b) is virtually silica free. Similar results for mesoporous carbon made by 

Su et al., (2005) were obtained. 

4.4 CATALYST PREPARATION VIA CHEMICAL VAPOUR 

DEPOSITION (CVD)  

Platinum (Pt) impregnation was conducted by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) method 

as set out in section 3.3.1. Platinum acetylacetonate [Pt(acac)2)] were used in this 

experiment. A temperature controlled furnace was used for all experiments. Samples 

were prepared with a 20 % loading and were called 20% Pt/OMC.    
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4.4.1 X – RAY DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS OF Pt/OMC 

Fig. 4.18 shows the XRD patterns for the 20 wt.% Pt loaded OMC catalysts.  

 

Fig 4.18: Wide angle XRD of 20 wt. % Pt/OMC catalyst 

The XRD patterns for the catalyst exhibit distinct peaks at around 2θ = 39.8, 46.3, 67.5, 

and 81.3o, which correspond to the (111), (200), (220), and (311) diffractions of the face 

centred cubic structure of Pt, respectively. The broadness of the peaks suggests that the Pt 

particle sizes in the nanometre range. The particle sizes of the 20 wt. % Pt loaded OMC 

were calculated from Scherrer’s formula (based on Pt (111) peak) and was found to be        

2.6 nm. Kong et al. (2010) found the platinum particles with a diameter of 1.5 – 2 nm in 

size. 
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4.4.2 HRTEM OF Pt/OMC (via route b) 

Figure 4.19 shows an HRTEM image of 20 wt. % Pt supported OMC. HRTEM was 

performed on the Pt/OMC to assess the metal dispersion and the Pt particle size on the 

support. HRTEM images of Pt/OMC are presented in Figure 4.19. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.19: HRTEM of the 20 wt. % Pt/OMC catalyst. 

Figure 4.19 clearly show that the Pt nanoparticles are uniformly dispersed throughout the 

sample. The CVD method leads to Pt nanoparticles with a random distribution, which 

resulted in the majority of the Pt particles being present mainly on the external surfaces of 

mesopores rather than in the pore channels. It is very clear that that Pt has been deposited 

in high dispersion. The high dispersion is noted, as it illustrates the homogeneous 

distribution of Pt on the surface of the OMC (via route b) material using the CVD 

method.  The loading of Pt was measured by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

(EDS), and the average loading of Pt on the OMC was found to be 18.2% which 

concurred with the TGA results. (See below) 
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Figure 4.20 show the histogram for 20 wt. % Pt/OMC. The particle size was obtained 

from the average of 5 micrographs. The average of 50 particles per micrograph was used 

to determine the particle size.   

                        

Fig. 4.20: Histogram of 20 wt. % Pt/OMC 

The histogram of the 20 wt.% Pt/OMC as shown in Fig 4.20 show that the majority of Pt 

particle size ranges between  2.5 nm and 3.5 nm which confirms the XRD results for 20 

wt. % Pt/OMC of 2.6 nm as determined by the Scherrer equation.  

4.4.3  THERMOGRAVIMETRIC ANALYSIS OF 20% wt. Pt/OMC (via route b)  

TGA was performed to determine the thermal stability of the catalyst. Figure 4.21 shows 

the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of 20 wt. % Pt/OMC performed in nitrogen using 

a heating rate of 10 °C min-1.  
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Fig. 4.21: TGA of 20 wt. % Pt/OMC  

Figure 4.21 shows the thermogravimetric behaviour of 20 wt. % Pt/OMC in nitrogen. The 

significant weight losses related to carbon pyrolysis occurred in the temperature range of 

400-500 °C that showed a 40% weight loss related to amorphous carbon and the 40% 

weight loss observed in the temperature range of 700-850 oC is ascribed to pyrolysis of 

graphitised carbon. Su et al., (2005) observed a weight loss for graphitised carbon of 

between 550-740 oC, which is lower than that of obtained in this study. The observed 

residual mass of between 18-20 % at 940 oC confirms the presence of platinum (the 

thermogram stopped at 940oC). 

4.4.4  ELECTROCHEMICAL STUDIES OF Pt/OMC VS THE COMMERCIAL 

Pt/C JM CATALYST 

The electrochemical activity of the catalysts Pt/OMC was determined by CV 

measurements performed in 0.5 M H2SO4 aqueous solution. Highly pure Ar was used 

prior to and during the measurements to deaerate the electrolyte. The main reason for 

performing CV on the prepared catalysts was to compare the activity with a commercial 

Pt/C JM catalyst.  
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In cyclic voltammetry (CV) the potential applied on the working electrode (WE) is 

scanned linearly from an initial value (Ei) to a second value (EL) and then back to Ei or 

some other potential. The cycle can be repeated several times. The current flowing 

between the WE and the counter electrode (CE) is monitored throughout the study. This 

technique involved in changing the applied potential at a working electrode at some scan 

rate (both forward and reverse directions), while monitoring the current. For example, the 

initial scan could be in the negative direction to the switching potential and at that point 

the scan would be reversed and run in the positive direction.  The typical response 

obtained from the CV is shown in Fig. 22 for the reversible redox system (Scholz, 2010). 

 

Figure 4.22: A typical cyclic voltammogram showing the important peak parameters. 
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In Figure 4.23, the cyclic voltammograms of the prepared catalyst and the commercial 

JM 40% Pt/C catalyst are compared.    

 

Figure 4.23: Cyclic voltammograms (CV) of 20 wt. % Pt/OMC in 0.5 M H2SO4 at scan 

rate = 50 mV/s 

 
Blue:   Pt/C (JM). 
Cyan:  10% Pt/OMC 
Red:    20% Pt/OMC 
Green: 30% Pt/OMC 
 
Fig.4.22 shows the cyclic voltammograms (CV) of Pt/C commercial and Pt/OMC 

catalysts in 0.5 M H2SO4. The CV obtained for the synthesized and commercial Pt/C 

catalyst displayed all the characteristic peaks associated with Pt/C catalysts. The peaks 

identified from the CV obtained are, viz., hydrogen desorption (-0.2-0.1 V), where 

hydrogen is desorbed from a platinum surface, the double layer region (0.15-0.56 V), Pt 

oxide formation (0.6-1.0 V) and platinum reduction in the regions of 0.8-0.5 V. The peak 

at 0.1 to –0.2 can be assigned to hydrogen adsorption onto the Pt surface as shown by 

Perez et al.,(1998). 
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In Figure 4.24, the methanol oxidation reaction of the prepared catalyst is shown. The 

main reason for doing this was to evaluate the catalyst activity for each catalyst.   

 

Figure 4.24: MOR (methanol oxidation reaction) of 10, 20 and 30 wt. % Pt/OMC at scan 
rate =50 mV/s 

Red:     10% Pt/OMC 
Green:  20% Pt/OMC 
Blue:    30% Pt/OMC 
 

Figure 4.24 shows the cyclic voltammograms of methanol oxidation under acidic 

conditions (0.5 M H2SO4+1.0 M CH3OH) catalyzed by the Pt/OMC catalysts. The anodic 

peaks around 0.47 V in the reverse scan can be associated with the reactivation of 

oxidized Pt. The current peak at about 0.63 V in the forward scan is attributed to 

methanol electrooxidation on the Pt catalyst. It can be observed that along the direction of 

positive scan, the potentials of the oxidation peaks of CH3OH for three Pt catalyst 

electrodes are positioned at 0.625 V. The reactions given in equations 1-4 are considered 

to take place in methanol solution as shown by Niu et al. (2008),Umeda et al.,(2003). 
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Pt + H2O             Pt-OH + H+ + e- 
................................................................................................................. (2) 

Pt-CO + Pt-OH                    2Pt + CO2 + H+ + e- ............................................................(3) 

Thus, the complete electrooxidation of methanol is expressed as: 

CH3OH + H2O               CO2 + 6H+ + 6e- .......................................................................(4) 

When the potential reaches ~0.35 V in the anodic sweep, methanol molecules will adsorb 

the Pt with the formation of Pt-CO + 4H+ + 4e- (Eq.(1)). The oxidation of H2O 

immediately generates Pt-OH as shown in (Eq. (2)). The adsorption and oxidation will be 

enhanced gradually with the increased potential until the potential reaches the highest 

value of ~0.25 V, followed by the reaction as indicated in Eq.(3) at this potential. As the 

potential increases, more and more reaction products will stop the increased oxidation. 

This will result in the peak showing a decrease as shown in Fig.4.23. When the potential 

arrives at ~0.625 V in the cathodes sweep, methanol reoxidation is generated again and 

the peak climbs to a new high point of ~0.375 V.  

Table 4.3 shows all the MOR currents obtained of the prepared catalyst. The 

20%Pt/OMC catalyst showed higher currents than the other catalyst implying that this 

catalyst has a higher MOR activity than the other catalyst. The above results confirm that 

the ordered mesoporous carbon has a high application potential in DMFCs as reported by 

as shown by Su et al., (2010).  

Table 4.4: MOR at 0.625V 

Catalyst I (A/cm2) 

10 wt. % Pt/OMC 

20 wt. % Pt/OMC 

30 wt. % Pt/OMC 

0.125 

0.25 

0.225 
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4.5 SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The experimental results presented in this chapter have demonstrated that mesoporous 

pure silica SBA-15 without loading any catalytic component can be used as a template 

to fabricate ordered mesoporous carbon with high surface area using sucrose as a carbon 

precursor to infiltrate the pores of the silica framework followed by carbonization via a 

pyrolytic CVD process and finally NaOH dissolution of the silica template. The CVD 

method affords little shrinkage of carbon framework. The experimental results for both 

the preparation of mesoporous silica (SBA-15) and ordered mesoporous carbon agreed 

with that found in literature (Piotr et al. (2005); Su et al. (2010)).  

The most fundamental aspect of the SBA-15 Si template is that it has high surface area 

with uniform mesopores and this is illustrated by XRD and the BET results. The OMC 

material prepared using LPG (route (a)) yielded a low surface area carbon material 

without defined mesopores. The OMC prepared using route (b) was to a certain degree 

replicable since a high surface area OMC was obtained that correlated well with that 

reported the in literature.  The resulting high surface area OMC support was obtained 

using SBA-15 as a sacrificial template and using sucrose as a source of carbon. This 

template showed that indeed a high surface area mesoporous carbon could be obtained 

which compared well with literature methods. Most of the silica was removed by NaOH 

as indicated by FTIR and EDS studies. The HRTEM images showed that the OMC 

microstructure was uniformly amorphous-like and showed diminishing image contrast. 

This may be due to the irradiation with 200 keV electrons (Smith et al., (2001)). 

Pt nanoparticles supported on mesoporous carbon materials have proven to be superior 

catalysts for various reactions and electrocatalytically active for fuel cells. This chapter 

presented a High Resolution TEM, thermogravimetric analysis and cyclic voltammetry 

study of Pt nanoparticles supported on mesoporous carbon materials. The above results 

showed that mesoporous carbon obtained by using sucrose (route (b)) can be used as an 

efficient support for the dispersion of stable Pt nanoparticles. The observed average 

metal nanoparticle size was 2 – 3 nm on the mesoporous carbon support. The 

developments of fuel cells still remain a challenging task even though there are a 

number of publications on the preparation of Pt nanoparticles. The CVD technique for 
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metal deposition on ordered mesoporous carbon assures a uniform distribution of small 

Pt clusters on a high specific surface area support. 

 

CHAPTER 5 

 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

5.1  CONCLUSIONS  

The main objective was to synthesize ordered mesoporous carbon (OMC) materials. This 

involved two stages. In the first stage, a mesoporous silica template was synthesized. In 

the second stage, the synthesized silica samples were used to prepare the OMC support. 

The synthesis of an OMC required the use of sucrose to infiltrate the pores of the silica 

template and finally the use of NaOH for silica dissolution. The route using CVD with 

LPG to prepare the OMC with defined pore sizes was not successful. The sucrose 

pyrolysis route yielded a high surface area and mesoporous textured carbon sample. 

Platinum (Pt) was dispersed upon the mesoporous carbon support by means of a chemical 

vapour deposition method. The prepared composite carbon supported Pt catalysts were 

then physicochemically and electrochemically characterized. The samples were 

characterized by FTIR Spectroscopy, XRD, N2 BET analysis, HRTEM, SEM, EDS, 

TGA, and cyclic voltammetry. The process stages were explained in detail in the 

experimental subsections. 

 
The XRD diffractograms and the HRTEM micrographs indicated a high degree of 

mesostructural ordering in the prepared SBA-15 silica for use as a sacrificial template. 

The nitrogen sorption data confirmed that the SBA-15 possessed good mesostructural 

ordering and it was therefore an excellent choice for use as a solid template for 

mesoporous carbon synthesis. The carbon analogue prepared using the SBA-15 as 

sacrificial template with the sucrose method was found to be porous and graphitic, with a 

high surface area exceeding that of the parent SBA-15 silica sacrificial template and with 

bimodal distribution of mesopores.  
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The high surface area of the ordered mesoporous carbon support is required to achieve 

high dispersion and high loading of Pt/OMC. The total surface area of ~2100 m2/g and 

pore size distribution between 2-4 nm of the OMC were similar to that reported by Li et 

al.(2007).   

 

SBA-15 matrix was successfully used as a sacrificial template. The sucrose carbonization 

method was successfully employed in this study to produce the desired high surface area 

mesoporous carbon. The surface area, pore volume, and pore diameter of both SBA-15 

and OMC was determined by means of N2BET. The synthesized mesoporous carbon 

material was subsequently utilized as a support for the synthesis of a Pt electrocatalyst. Pt 

was successfully dispersed as confirmed by HRTEM and stabilized as verified by CV 

measurements. The synthesised Pt/OMC was compared with the commercial Pt/C JM 

catalyst for electrocatalytic activity and compared favourably. Different mass % loadings 

of Pt were loaded on the OMC using the CVD method but the 20% loaded catalyst 

proved to be the most active for the methanol oxidation reaction. 

   

The addition of Pt nanoparticles on the mesoporous carbon material showed that (i) the 

physical structure of the mesoporous carbon was maintained, (ii) a high Pt dispersion was 

attained and (iii) a high Pt weight percent loading according to the XRD, HRTEM, EDS 

and cyclic voltammetry was accomplished.  

 

In conclusion, an efficient approach was developed and demonstrated for the synthesis of 

SBA–15 using a P123 surfactant and OMC via a sucrose impregnation method 

respectively, followed by carbonization and later silica dissolution by NaOH. The 

surfactant-directed highly–ordered mesoporous structure was retained after the 

carbonization. The secondary porous structure of OMC framework was preserved after 

silica template dissolution with NaOH. This simple method is suitable for preparing 

mesoporous carbon for many potential applications, such as catalyst supports, adsorbents 

and hydrogen storage. The last step in this method was to impregnate Pt nanoparticles on 

the OMC via a CVD method using Pt(acac)2 as a precursor.  
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5.2  RECOMMENDATIONS 

The synthesized mesoporous carbon material was subsequently utilized as a support for 

the synthesis of a Pt electrocatalyst using a CVD method. It is recommended that the 

electrochemical study for Pt/OMC used in this study be re – examined using future 

characterization studies of fabricated nanophase electrocatalysts for comparison. Other 

catalyst preparation techniques and different loadings on the carbon support should be 

also investigated to further develop the method used in this study. The catalysts produced 

in this study can only be effectively used as good electrocatalysts after further testing to 

demonstrate their performance and stability in fuel cell tests.     
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